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t FORWARD

The 15th Annual Indian Education Conference was the result of combined
efforts on the part of the Center for Indian Education and the Library
Training Institute for American Indians, Arizona State Uni0ersity. The theme
of this year's confeVence was "Learning Resources for Indian Education."

Throughout the workshops, the attempt was made to inform the 14 ple of
educational opportunitie4 for Indian children and their elders. exchange
of various points of view 1)r participants and.their great variety of approaches
and suggebted solutions are what made the workshops important. It is hoped
that their experiences and obserietions will stimulate thought, suggest alter-.
natives, and open new horizons to all individuals concerned withIndian edu- N..

cation.

The fOlowing presentation of ideas and information was taken from work- ,

shop recordings. In some instances participants' comments did not record
properly and were therefore deleted or reworded. In other instances, some
concepts were Imumarited with attempts made to retain the style of the
speaker. t'

Hopefully, the participants will find these changes acceptable and,
along with other readers, wi11 recognize how greatly their contributions
have added to the field.

V

May 1974

Joyce Mech, Eliot
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS: PREPARJ INDIAN YOUTH FOR SUCCESS IN SCHOOL

lle, Consultant.

SUMMARY: A mestage4to Indian youth: your greatest enemy is'yourself: deter-
mination, 'perserverance and sweat are qualities that leadto
success.

(My intention) is to addrese this conference to just one small phase of
the total concept of educatiOt; andthat is the average student spends approXi-
mately 852 of his time outside the 'academic atmosphere.

Those of us on the reservations are well aware of the total complexities
facing the adults on the reservations. The average unemployment rate is
about fifty to sixty percent, and the parents have so many pressures on ttem
that they have very little time to give direction or to participate with their
children as they ehOuld. Yet they totally rely on people in the academic
atmosphere to give guidance, direction and lay the foundation for the future
of Indian youngsters.

The area I'd like to'diecuss could cover many,,thinges [recreation,
leleve time, whatever. .I feel theie's a need for a basic recapturing of
circumstahces that will help You understand the programs I am invol4ed with.
I feelyery strongly, for example, that my ancestors, the Ogalala Siouxs,
had,a philosophy of life. That philosophy revolved around a very deep,

:physical, mental, and.spititual.type basis; And as they were defeated,the
philosophy was destroyed to a great degree

When ; speak of mental philosophy, I am referring to an understanding
of and a living in harmony with nature, and an awareness of your own relation-
ship with nature. This is a natural philosophy.. You may recall in the
archives, the lettere that.Columbus wrote back to Spain .and his description
of the physical, mental and spititual beauty of the Indian people. They

lived in harmony with nature and their philbsophy of life was based on their
respect for nature. As they were defeated, their' philosophy was destroyed
to a great degreei

As we were placed On reservations, we rejected A more technologically-
oriented type philosophy. A hundred years later, I found myself living in a
vacuum. There were no goals, no commitment, no accomplishMent.

To complicate Matters, there was cultural shock and lack of cultural
Awareness. When the way of life of a group' of,people.is destroyed and they

?, are put into an aiien.worrd, they suffer cultural shock. Ws happened.to
:out people and thesociety and cultUre.into whichtheyete thrust advatOed
more in 150 years technologically than it had in the past 2,000 years, and
an Indian suffers cultftral ,And futuceuttoc4.
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In'referoncep.the eighty-five percent of the time our youth spend' .,

outside of the acltdemic atmosphere, I'd like to read a few statements that
I think have a powerful Impact an a conference such as this

.
,.

.

"It is-of to valUe-to the Indian communitOss to have their
youth well prepared academically ifademiCally if ihesatudents ars'incapablo. '\

of participating fully is the 'cultural and social life of the.
tribal community either because of psychological reasons or 4

because of Culturation." 4 .

To a great degree, we expect our people t9 adapt.tothe institution
rather than, the institution adapting to them, helping their meet their own
basic needs, growth, emotional, social, psychelogical, cultural, sad in many
cases, religious type needs.that have to be met before anybody can even begin
to attempt to get a better perepectlAre of his.or her role in society. The
individual: Pale because of not hying the capability of adapting tO the
institution rather than havingthe institution adapt to him and we blame the
failure on the parentvor the child, or both. If we. ignore the previous
experiences of'any child,. there's really no growth7experience. If there's

nogrowth experience, education JO really not occuring.
. , .

. . What I want to share with.yoU 'is based on my own personalexperiences, .

and you'can be the sole judge aa to whether or not there's spy merit to them.
I'm talking about-recreation. ReCreation is defined as anythingthel!s con-
structive and enjoyable--sports being one component of recreation. I'm cin-
lvinced beyond a doubt that recreation can contribute more toward heiOing
Indian youth acquireta basic foundation a philosophy of life than Piet

li
about anything they can do at an,early a Definitely much more's° than
the academic atmosphere. 'It's extremely fftcult to acquire any kind ofit

'philosophy of life sitting in an Englieh or math class. Any yOungster has
emotional, social, psychological, cultural and in many cases, religious tpe
needs that have to be met before he can even begin to get a batter under-
standing Of his weaknesses,, strengths, and acquire a philosophy of life.
Without a philosophy, he's going to be in no position to properly utilize

......., the academic etmosphere.
-......-

What do I mean when I speak in terms of a philosophy of life? What do
Lmean when I speak in t rms of recreation.programst,, Let's.take the Ogalala
Sioux religion as an ex ple. Within our own culture we have some of the

1C
'

most beautiful experien es and capabilities of helping.a youngster meet basic 1

growth needs.. He goes out oda camping' experience and-leards to build a
sweat lodge, one (*the purification ceremonies of the Oloialallouxe. He
can learn the basic concept-of a sweat lodge,ind participate in'it.- Ai site
around the.campfire and onyorleuoce 'storytelling, and learns to a great degree
what Indian standards are ratherstthan white standards. The beauty of the
thingA.s, hs going to find that in reality the basic standards that:anybody.
has to possess to accomplish goals are universal. I found out,on a personal
basis, I go up to a gundrad Wien youngsters and we start talking about
Nude goeln objective° in life, they may throe out A atatoment ouch as "Bill,

.
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that's white. We don't want to live up to white itlitidairds, you'll become
unculturated." But at the very beginning if I tell the youngsters we're
Indian and we're going to be Indian, we don't have to. live up to any white
standards. Then ritart defining what Indian standards are and they're
excitedorthey're motivated, therre beginning to tune in.

One of the things I's* Like to make roference. to now is the film I'm
going to show which stresses the ability to accept defeat and come back in
victory. For the,past three years as I've worked with people, I've noticed
their inthility.to adjust to the white world. I've had a nuelior of Indian
youngsters tell me "I can't do it anymore. I'm going to quit school." We
quit before we even give ouradvessechance to,fail.. The easiest thing to do
if 'you don't have a philosophy is to quit, to cave in; but a person with a
philosophy is going to be. able to accept, defeat and to come back; and to
keep coming back until he starts accomplishing-peroong. goals.

This film is about Ron Clark,' a man with a philosophy of life..: He
dedicated-four years of his life' toward one^purpose. That purpose vas. to
win, a gold medal -tn the Olympias. Re ran 120 millet &week, twice a day,
seven days a week.' When the games were over the'best Ron Clerk could do .'

was third place. Re was.twenty-eight years oldi,standidg there with tears
coming down his cheeks. And I walked up to him and I'm' on Cloud 13 and I'
said "Ron'," and all I could think aboUt wee` gosh, Bill, you're the Olympic
champion, A gold medal winner, and I said; "Ron, what are your plans?'
assuming*the man was going to: quit, assuming ha vas going to 'fade away. He
looked me tight in the eyes andhe said "I'll tel,l'yout what my plans are,
Bill. I'm going to Continue.' I!m going 'to'give a total offortl"

, .

And I started laughing. I said "WItat the hell's total effort? I

thought you just gave one." Ho said, "I did, I gave-a total effort. I gave
a complete effort. And 1 was beaten, but I'm going to give anOthet, and
another." And I told him to define a total effort,4and 'it sounds trite, but
it gets back to the'purpose of.a philosophy of life. Re.defined a total
effort for me and-in his own words, he said "Eou know, Bill, .a total'effort
to me is phyoicellyi mentally, and in my own manner, spiritually, And:I
could carp less what the hell anybody else thinks about S. But with it.' '6

total effort T know I'm going to,posaess the greatest Hey to success.."

And I thought swkle about Ron Clark, an Australian; telling me those
things; it began to register. It fit right back into the Indian world. I

was constantly being told as a yobngster to be proud that X was an Indian,
yet people within the same school aystem, thevery same people who told me
to be proud, On the one h&nd, suppressed me becaUse I was Indian. And for
no lustifiablo_reason, I felt ashamed of myself for at least four or five
years because3 was Indiah and yet I realisedthat our ancestors had a philo-
sophy of life that we were neglecting.

Ron Clack also said one other thing in reference to a philosophy of
life. Ha said "Yonhetter he ready, beeayso we're going to compete against



one another next summer." And he said he was going to give a total effort.
The following'summer we toured Europep.for six weeks' sixteen races -- during
which Ron Clark broke twelve world records To me, here was a man who was
able to accept defeat butnot quit, and come back and.keep coming back.

Anybody with a philosophy olife is going to be'able to accept defeat
and notAult..You may change perspectives, alter your goals, readjust, but
you're aware of ybur many strengths. You're able to have a better. perspective
of life and how you fit into it. I'm convinced that these qualities can be
learned,-and we can teach them through recreation, through proper use of
leisure timeland they'will result in a better selfrimage.

I would like to disCuss mental attitilde. I came from Casa Grande,
Axiiona last night and had a number of faculty members telling me that Indian'
and Mexican American youngsters are not competitive. "They're not competitive,
Bill, they fAve up too eaey.",

You hear:about great inspirational speakers' such as DT. Norman Vincent
Peal, MaxwellMultx, Rev. Bob Richards. Yet inspirational speakers go back.
to the Indian-people--the spiritual leaders. You've beard them referred to
as medicine men. The Ogalala Sioux refer to them as spiritual leaders,
people whowere capable of understanding the subconscious mind, capable of
controlling their own destiny, rather than having deitiny control them. The

subconscious mind is nothing but a big warehougei everything you put inte.the
sUbconecious nand, be it negative or positive, is stored back there." Every-
thing ysu see, you touch, you taste. If most of the-impressions are stamped
negative you're going to respond negatively. It's'that simple. If most ui
the impressions are stamped positive, you're going to respond'positiveli.
One of the most beautiful opportunities to develop positive, attitudes is
through recreation programs. Yet this is an area we totally neglect.

Three years ago on the Pine Ridge Reservation, out of 5,200 school age
youngsters there were 4,500,arrests. I've had Indian girls at the IAA
boarding schools write me and sey "Help. We have.the worst grades. :We have
the highest drop-out rates. We're in the most trouble. There's nothing to
do." And they're asking for help. They're not saying, help we inEnglish
class of in math class. They're wanting something to do with their minds,
with their bodies, with their creativity, before they begin to suffocate.

4\ Eighty -five percent of their time is spent outside of the academic atmosphere.
In that same reservation five years ago, there were 6,500 adult arrests out,
of an adult population of 10000.

Let me get back to the world of sports. I think you may find this a
little more enjoyable from this standpoint. We have,to help the youngsters,
444 have to teach them to dream dreams. Well,we really don't have to teach
people to dream dreams, they do. But we have' to nurture those dreams so
that eventually the dreams become real.

Little Jerry Liegrin had a dream. He as a high school senior, 5'2",
PoVOlutOttp yonro '014. 110 powilln. no VAntnti to puska tlio U. S. 'Olympic team.



What did he. do? He chose to run 250 miles a week. You don't do that living
In a vacuum. You've got'to have a perspective of yourself. You've got to
have a philosophy of life,' You have to want it. You have to be able to
close your eyes and reach out and almost touch it, taste it. He not only
made the O. S. Olympic team as a high school senior, but a year latex he set
the world record in the six mile run. Mental attitude--goal setting--that's
what it'o'all about.

Goal settingthat fits right into the Indian world. I've never had
the opportunity, for example,-like my ancestors to a vision queer', but I

.think in My own mind I've had a lot of,vision quests. I spent two years
running .100 miles a week, twice a day, seven days a week; and at least six
times a day just being able to.close my eyes and vieualike myself breaking
theape at the Olympic'games. Awl this was iMplanted in my mindogo strong,
I could blose my eyes and ;I could hear'eighty-five, ninety thOusand people
in the stadium screaming. I-could stand, with my eyes nosed, and I could
almost feel the tape.breaking across my chest. It was so real. Living this
for two years, the race turned out almost exactly the way Chad imagined.'
Goal setting. . 0. .

On a camping experience,through recreational opportunities, you can
have Indian youngsters so tuned in, so excited,:in setti4,goals itseg.

.

unbe-
lievable. Then if they're going to be Indian,'ihey're going to live up to
Indian standards, and they're going to accomplish thotie goals. Not every.-

body is going to accomplish a goal, but if you set a goal, yoydevelop-i7_
basic philosophy of life. If you fail, it's not failure, theie's no such
thing with a philosophy as failing eicept when you give up. You may alter
your goals again. If you don't accomplish them* you become stronger in just
accepting the realities of life. Goal setting.

Let me get back. into the world of sports here because I kriqw I'm running
out of time. Last night I had'dinner with George Young. In reference to'
goal setting in 1958, this guy wanted to make the Olympic team. He ran for
two years, a 100 miles a week. Remade the team, his goal was first, second
or third at the games. He's in the steeple chase jumping over hurdles three
feet high, a two mile t'ace. Five hundred yards'to .go in She race he hito
a hurdle, he falls flat on his face, from sheer exhaustiOn. His knees:axe
bleeding* torn elbows, he's going to quit. But simply because he had a philo-
sophrof,life, he jumps back up and he starts to drive. He came within two-
tenths of a second from accompliphing his goal in the world of sports, and was
willing to see two years fade away.

He trains for.two more ears, goes to Rome, Italy, goes to Tokyo, Japan
In 1964. Six years of trainitg-now. He ran,the fastest steeple hhase in
the Olympic games' history. 'Only one problem: on that-day fcror men ran
faster. He would have won 'every other Olympic game in 'histOry but he finished
fifth. George looked at meande said "Bill,-to hell with it. You run six
Volt's, f (!() mf UP A vootc. hAl I with it. gring to 1101..14

%
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He called me three weeks later and he said, "You knows I want this so
bad, X can't quit. Every step % take, subconsciously throughout the diy it
occurs to me, a medal at the games!" He starts training for four more years.
Ten yeais of training. Let me describe his races The race gets Underway.
He lived and trained at sea level, or below, at Casa .Grande, Arizona. Mexico.
City being a Mile *nee half high,shis greatest competitor was altitUde.,
RUnners from Africa lived and traindiat that altitude. The race getsunder-
way,, lap after lap runners begin to fell behind. George had told me before
the race, "Bill, the only thing that counts is when I get up in the borning
and when I look into the mirror I see George Young. I'm aware of my many
weakneeses,'but I'm also going to be aware of a few'strehgthe theij have
and I know if I, remember these strengths, they're going to take me as far
as Irwant to go.

The'race is underw4t,lap after lap runners fall behind. There are
five laps to go, George ii'in eighth place. Three laps to gO, he moves into
third. ;Rio Ups to go, he's in. second place. Ten years of training. The ,

gun lap. Your hundred,usiers to go; he acceleratee,-he'moves.into first
place. And then-it was like running into a brick wall. The lack of air,
the thin oxygen: Hie'legs began to wobble, his back began to tighten. Be.
begins to lose his vision. Eighty-five thousand ptoplein the stadium

llscieami, He heard nothing. One ruiner going by him. Then another.
Anther; And' the next fifteen yards he's back in fourth place. Ten years
of training, three.hundred fifty yards to go. He'd never hurt so bad in his

t life, he Was going to quit. .7

A
But he didn't quit because he had a basic philosophy of.Xife. And you

know, if you don't possess a philopophY of life, that eventually becoles a
philosophy. It becomes a negative one. But 'with a philosophy,you'regoing
to be able to cope with realities.- And you don't cave in. YOU may be de-
feated, but you don't cave in. George decided, one more try, hsvas,going
to accelerate and get back into third place. He acceleratedi he got nowhere,
they pushed him back. He came off the curve, about one huddred fifty yardi
to go, he was, going to quit aghin. He who going to trade tew years of sac-
rifice, ten years of training for approximately. twenty seconds of pain. And
I can put into the.Indian world. So often we expect the youngster, in

case, to adapt to the institution rather.than the institution adapting
,.to him. And it's difficult. You're totally rejecting the past and you ex-
pect him to accept the fUture and understand it. And he quiti. We blame the
yifungster, rather than the institution. But regardless of who's blamed, a_.
life is basically lost. And in this case, rather than teoelears of sacrifice,
ic'e or We.s one hundred fifty years of suppression and defeat.

Back to the world of aporta. Coorso.Young. rothor than quitting,
decided to make one more attempt. And not to get back'itito third. He's now
ninety garde; from the finish lips and be decided "I's going. to drive on
through to the tape; because maybe one of the three melt ahead of me might
gutty' George kept ()riving; nobody quit. Less than five yards to the finish
Hoe, the runner from Australichegan to crumhle. George Young want by him.
And he accomplished a goal in the world of sports by one-tenth of aeiecond.

t 4,



One-tenth of a second. Ten years of training, ten years of sacrifice.
And yet, in reality, the difference between success and failure to a great
degree is less than that, is less. than a tenth of a second. Bbt we need a
philosciphy of life. One of the most effective ways 'in which to teach °a philo-
sophy is to lay down the foundations of life e6 our youth can acquire a rSilo-
sopy7-would occur in the eighty live percentof the time they're outside the
academic atmosphere. But there needs to be the training, organization, lapis

,mentation, programs; staffing, and most vital of all, leadership.

- I think there areyaye in which we can -build a better tomorrow. In
reference to Indian standar6, a lot of people have asked "What areqndien
standards'?" I'd like to red a short prayer,. which is generalizing, but to
me.it's Indian standards.- In reference. to Indian people not beifig-competi-
tive, I think this, little short prayer will ,reveal one oftthe,higheit &west,
of competitiveness available. And it's an/ndian standarifto me. It's a
13iayer that goes like.this:

"0 Great Spirit, whose voice,I Hear in the winds, and whose
breath gives light to all the world, hear me.' L come before'you,
one of your many children. I am small and weak. I need your-
strength and wisdom. Litt me.walk in:beauty and make my eyesaver

r. behold the red and purple sunset. Make my hands respect the things
you have made, my ears sharp to heax your voice. Make me wise so
that bay know the things you have taught my people, the lessons
you've hidden under every leaf and rock. I seek strength not to
be superior to.my'brothers, but to be able to fight my greatest
enemy: myself. Make me ever ready to comb with clean hands and
straight eyes so when light fades as the fading sunset my spirit

,,may come to you without shame."

Competition. The greatest degree and the ultimate degree of
is to compete against yourself. Not,yout fellow man,or your neighbor,

but yourself, to become aware of your many weaknesses, and your otrengthes.
to. get abetier.perspective of your whereabouts. Those can be done, to the t,

greatest degreeo where the youngsters spend the greatest onount'of time.
Leisuretime, recreation programs, at home, reading, whatever it miy be in
the vast scope ofrecreation. -But I also think there's a way, and I think
it can/contribute; again, to building a better tomorrow. It he'lls you to
have people who'belleve in you. It helps you understand and look for a
.person's strengths, and to accept his weaknesses. The basic concept of love,

. sharing, communicating, and people believing in you.-
.

Let me share the 10,000 meters With'ynut then I'll close. Because I
_think this contributes through many ways in which I think, Ordia,:in refer-
ence to Wien standarde. I'm rooming with Jerry Linkrin.from Spokane,
Washington. Jerry's coach came in, t,o hours before the race,, and he said
"Jerry, here's a lief of.the,top ten distance runners in the world, the men
you'have-to boat toyln the gold,medal. want to review th1a with youa"

a

o



And I'm on my,bed and Pm thinking the top ten, the list of the top ten
'in the world. My name has to be on that list. He goes thiough the entire
lint and I'm nowhere on there. An every Indian youngster has had that 'expeti.
ence. and/beg.= to lose confidence. The coach said "Jerry, id there anybody
We might have overlooked?" Little ole Jerry gets out of bed, nothing but his
Oorte on, so skinny,.he looke like death warmed ovet, and the coach says,
"JerrY, is there anybody we might have overlooked?" ,Jerry says "Yeah, Coach.
Billy Mills. I've been'training.with Bill. I think he has a chance t4,win.'t
gomebody'believing in met The confidence goes'back up. 40,

Through recreation programel/every youngster who participates hsu got to
experience a degree of sdccess, a positive type self- image. Jerry believed
in me, the confidence goes back/up. I go.down,to get a rub down. Here's the
assistant traffic field coach ,On the U. S. Olympic team. Ho doesn't see me.'
Hisowords are, as he talks to the trainer, and I'm standing,behind thee!, 'you

know, it's a shame Lingrin sprained his ankie,lbecause we have no ideallow
strong it's going to be until the race gets underway. If his ankle doesn't
hold upt,all we have left is Mills."

,

#

You've all experienced that. Everyindian youngster experiences that
in an indirect type manner. My response was to hell with him. I grew,up in
that kind of a world with nobody believing in ale. I didn't get the rub down.
I went beck to where Jerry was. I eat next to him on the bed, almost on hie
lap, an4,if anybody,came by the open door they would have wondered what-was
going oat. And I'm thinking, then I start talking to him, "Jerry, do you
really think I have a chance to win?" And he said "Yeah, I do." Then
responded, "Tell me about it.0 I needed somebody to 'believe in me. He
started talking and the.fonfidence goes back up.

It's time to go to the track and ttiere's a phOne call. I pick up the
phone, I'm thousands of miles 'fiom home in Tokyo, Japan. It's my sister
from the Pine Ridge Reservation. She can't even afford to have a phone, let
alone calling me in Tokyo,:Japan. But when I heard her voice, I thought
somebody back home is thinking about:me. Somebody cares. The confidence
leis back up. 2

She starts outi,"Bill; it's twelve o'clock midnighti.- We know you come.
Pete in about'sevenlr eight hoUrs,,ve wanted to reach you before you race.
We love you .." and we're-disconpected. We don't have time to put the call
back throug but the simple fact that somebody's thinking about me, some-
,body cares, is help.

At
I get bn the bus and wee thestrip to the track. We get off the bus,

we go throUgh our warm-up. Fifty seconds before the race a friend of.mine
fromethe'Narine Corps,,,no offense to the Marine Corps if there's any families
hervassociate4 with die Marine Corps. He competed the day before, lost out.
He vent out that night and was'iletting the good times roll. How ha made it
to.the trick, I don't know. Maybe I can parallel that with how some of you

..made it to the Conference., I don't know; eh? At lily tate, the friend of
mine in the Marine Corps showed up and he ittana ovtir the rail and he says
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"Bey Bill, come here, come here. I want to tell you something." Fifty
eaconda before the race, I stepped by him and his words were& "Otadthis
weird dream last night. I dreamt you won the 10,000 meters." SOmebodY
believing in me again. Communicating on e positive level. The confidence
goes back, up. Five seconds before the race, there's complete silenCe., And
then I hear my friend start' to laugh. And it dawns on me also that the guys,
didn't even have a chance to sleep last night, let alone dream. And I forgot
about him.

We cross the free line in thirteen minutes and, thirty seconds, within
one second of my fastest three mile lever. I was going, to nett. I was in
fourth place. I dig out,,I decided to take the lead, go one more .lap: Then '4
I'll quit while I was-in front. This way I Metal kinds of'excuses--.1 would
have won it.d.you know? I took the lead; I went one,more,laP. lOokeilintoa. `the ineld to else if it was safe. Nothing but Japanese facee: It was safe.
I knew nobody. I glanced intothe stadium. Eighty-fiie thousand people in
the stadium. Who do I focus in on? try wife. She's standing there and she's
crying. it .dawned on me why she wee-crying. She was aware, forexample, 0.1
my personal experiences on the reservation: my dad dying when i weeseven,
my mom when I was thirteen, biing poor before I was popular. And there's,
a world of differencerand I hope I don't offend my adqpied sister, because
I love her very mucho'but my wife was also aware of the Mit world record
in the family. My adopted sister, Marcega Biprow--twenty-five Andrea,
twenty -three living, nine sets of twine, growing up in a two-room house.
She was aware of the other complexities in 'the family. Fifteen of us over
all, Including my half sister and brothers and adopted sisters. Seven .'

passing away. She was aware, for example,'of stories I told of when I was
ir'echool. Haying otWor khe,teachers come up and patting a bed bug off
from my shirt and then turning around and asking me "Do you have be4 bugs at
home?"-. You know? And you want to, crumble. You want to hide. you 'want to
die. And in many cases, without a philosophy of life, it's like death. She
was also aware of the University of Kdnsas, trying to join a fraternity, not
able to join, and that was when the fraternal system was the big thing. Not
able 040111 beC8U8S I'm Indian. Soya decidekto rent a house. Not able
to rent the house because three of us wanted to room together. Clint Cushman,
Norwegian from NorthDakota, Ernie Schabia, twenty-six foot long jumper, a
black man, and myself, an Indian. And we're not able to.

Then she was alscware that for the first time in my life I was giving
a complete-type effort and I was beginning to develop a basic philosophy of
life, andsthat I'm Indian, and I couldn't quit. You continue. One more lap,
one more lip, to where the film picks up the race. Three Mildred and fifty
yards to go, I'm on Clark's shoulder. He accidentally pushes me into ,the
third lane, at least he told me later it was, an accident. I stumbled. I

-> closed back on Clark's shoulder. Gumudi,the Tunisian, broke betimen us.
And I quit again. I quit. The Ethiopian, the Russian had fallen behind.
'twee obvious I had third place for sure. I 4ult.

Bit I don't think I'm any different from anybody in this room or any
/ndian young boy or girl, on or off the reservation, who poseesses a
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philosophy of life. You can't quit. Number one, if I quit, the first thing
that went through my mind was it would not have been Billy Hills who quit,
it would have been, somewhere, in what little print there would haVe been,
Ogalala Sioux..'Ogalela Sioux. And that's all peoPle would have remembered.
And I had dedided to live up to Indian standards. And if yoU analyee,/ndiad ,

'standards you're going to find they're amen the most difficult stenderds in
the world to live up to. But they're no differept from any other standard()
thrbughout.the universe. So you make another attempt. It's like an electrical
:shock 'going through your body, something telling you that if you try harder
than you've ever tried in your life, you can still win. You're pounding..
You're pumping. You're swinging the arms. Eighty-five, ninety thousand
pmele,in the stadium screaming. All you're aware of isthe thumping of Our
,own heart, and'youro4n,thouehts.

My thoughts were just one more try. Just one more try. Just one more
,tri; One hundred and twenty-five yards to go, a hundred yards. The thoughts
started to change from one more try to I can win, I tan win, I e4n win.

-4
sixty yards, forty, thirty yards'to go. The thoughts changed from I can win,
I can win to I won, I won,'/ won; And then in the next few seconds there's
the tape breaking-across your,chest. You're in a caplete trance, with-your
thoughts and the throbbingsof your heait. Over,and over in my mind, I won,
I wod, I vol.

.

What brought me back to reality was the Japanese official who dame
running'up.to me andhis first words wares "Who are you?" And the beauty
of it La, for the first time in my life I was able to tell somebody who I
am. And yetso often we fail. We fail to give the Indian youth an oppor-
tunity to even begin to find out who they are, let alone be able to tell
somebody who they are. But I'm convinced, again, beyond a .doubt, through
recreation programs, out-of-classroom type activities, it's one of the most
neglected areas within the Indian world today and yet it's One of.the most
effective areas in which we can help people meet emotional, socialvpsycho-
logical, cultural, and in many cases, religious needs that have tó be mot ,

before they can even/begin to acquire a basic foundation for a philosophy of
life.

A

Aniin closing, the most beautiful experience was when I went back to
the Olympic village my sister was on the phone. Four o'clock in. the morning.
She'd been up all night long trying to reach me. She started off, "Bill, I
hope we're not bothering you.. We. were disconnected." And I said "Yeah, we
were disconnected." She said "I know you compete in a couple hours. We're

c* glad, we're thankful we could reach you before you race. We love you. We've
411 been praying for you. We're proud of you. Regardless of what happens..."

IAnd.I4broke in with "Guess what? I won! won! I set the Olympic record!
I won the gold medal!" There's complete silence.

She came back with "Bill, don't tease me that way. It's too cruel."
You know, we don't even believe one another within a family, let alone dif-
ferent cultures. I repeated it. "I won,,I won the gpld medal." She woke
up everybody else in the house. She started crying. 'They were all crying
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except. y seven-year-old nephew. He came to the phone and his wards worst
"Uncle Bill, I knew all along you were going tomin..! And I said "How did
you knoW?"..And fie` eeid "Because I asked God to-let-you."

He's the same man, that'Donny, a sophomore in high school. I was
talking to Donny a couple weeks ago, an4 I said "Donny, do you remember 1964
when you'said you know I was going to Win because you asked God to let me?"
.I said "What's the difference in the white world between God and in the Indian
world? ,Our god, Wankantanka, The Great Spirit?" And he said, "tou
Uncle Bill," and he quoted from Black Elk, he said "When Black Elk saw the
.Great Spirit,in one of his visions, elthough the Great Spirit was dreesed ig
Indian garb, he was the type of a mah he had never seen before. '.He was not
the Wasishuo-the white man, nor was he takota, nor was he black. But he was
the type of a man he had never seen before.".

And Donny drew the conclusion that the whites so often have tried to
humanize God in their own image, likewise the blacks, and he said, "I hope
we as Indian people-bb't make the same mistake and try to humihite The
Great Spiritin our own image." In Indian thOught God is a spiritual exis-
tence, a spiritual world, and he ie one.

In closing,if I can leaveany thought with you-I'm in no poeition to
tell you how to think, what to do--but I, feel from personal experiences,
from being Indian, that one of the most effective ways we can reachthe
Indian youth and help him meet, as I've said several times already --.the
emotional, social, psychological,, cultural and in many cases, religious
needs, it; 'through the eighty-five percent of the time they spend outside of
the academic atmosphere. That's during the school year. And through the
ihundred percent of the.time in the summer Months. And this could'be done,
and I'm convinced beyond a doubt, through recreational programs', recreation
being defined as anything that's constructive and enjoyable. I ,thank you.

"1-
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WORKSHOP #1

EVALUATING RESOURCES FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

PARTICIPANTS: Karen Tyler, "Evaluating Materials," AAA'. and John Courthey,
"Evaluating Pr4grama,".Nebraske Department of Education

Summary: Discussion of basic criteria for media programa and
development of instrument used to measure success of existing
media programs.

The concept of the scheol media,program has developed significantly
since the mid nineteen hundeeds. Fdctore that have contributed to this
development are: the information explosion, research, changes in the philo7
sophy of education, growth and diversification of educational technology,:
increase of school populations, and changes in the physicel school plant.

_ 1 ,

In the area of instructional materials,' several elements have emerged
to contributeto the concept of'the ichOol media program. The textbook has k
generally been gived a narrower definition and is usually excluded from

i)classification as "media." The former schoo ibrary of print materials ha
been expanded to embrace a wide variety. of non rint materials which are
retrievable - through the' same cataloging methods traditiOnally associated
with the library. AudioVieuar.services and techniques havenOme to seri,@ as
the logical base for operatiml in this expanded facili0the media ceRVID
The; professionally trained audiovisual expert, end the expertise of the pro-

fessional librarian have been required in the planningof the curriculum and
AA the designing of learning experiences to fulfill the objettive of the
curriculum.

The media program,hae further, been enhanced by the:enactment.of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 which made available the
acquisition of school-library resources, textbooks and other instructional
materials. The need for guidance, seleation, use? and handling of these '
Materials became obvious and previously'established standards for this kind
of materialmere no longer adequate. Two national organizations AASL and
DAVI came forth with the publication'of Standards for Sc oolMedia Pro ra
'in 1969. This publication officially documented t e merger of the :Khoo
library with audiovisual instruction. A group of Nebraska educators pooled
their efforts and produced an evaluation instrument for media programs in .

Nebraska. The results of this effort are Guide for
Establishing DevelopIn8L4ALIM01EM.

The purpose of this instrument is: (1) to provide qualitative criteria
for assessing media programs, and (2) to provide a resource for establishir18,
developing, and improving media programs.in schools. This comprehensive
tool might be a means to record data-and compare it with the minimums, speci-
fied in the 1969 Standards. The instrument recognizes four basic components
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within a media programr-services, staff, Ohysicallacility, collection--
and is of the opinion that of the four SERVICES bust, be given thelreatest
emphasis es being the most necessary fora quality prbgram. ,

The instrument may be used as a complete unit for self-evaluation or
for evaluationby an outside agency; it may-bLused in independent sections
to evaluate the media services, the media star, the.medli) facility, and tile
media collection; it may be used in segments or in whole to project the
development of the media program within the school system or school building.

A glossary is included to clarify the use of Ulnas. Included also are
questionnaires for both students and teaching etaff who phere in-the benefits
of a media Program.:If thOinstruMent-has succeeded in presenting the mtur
dent,as the Chiaf_target, and serOices as the primary purpose of the program,
then the student shouldlave.the npportuoity to reflect the success of this
effort. Since the teaching staff must often be the intermediary.between the
succeseful service of media. to students, then staff also should have the

Aiportuoity to evaluate what m'ea'sure of success they have earned.

t,
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WORKSHOP 02

INDIAN EDUCATION ACT .(TITLE IV)

4

'PARTICIPANTS:Piot. Kenneth Roes, W,indow Rock Public Schools and Mt.ltick°'
St. Germaine, USOE Washington Intern

Summary: Discussion of the Indian Education Act (Title IV
of Public Law 92,318). ProOecte now in operation and some
proposals currently under consideration:

Dr. Kenneth Rose: a.

The commitment of. the Federal government with respect,to finanCing 0d:fa.
cation hie changed many times over since 1934., Take t look,at the broad`
picture of federal funding: You will note that in the earW1950's Congress .

came along and.said, "There are many military.bases across the country and,
we need to assistthose people in providing set:dole." And'so What happened
was PublicrLaws 815 and 874 came into existence,.basically to aesistfederel
impact areas. AbOt five to ten years after the impact aid legislation was
enacted, Congress said, "Look out into .Indian country. There is another area
that we have not addressed ourselves'to in terms of ddllar commitments.. That
area is the reservation proper.". And so, after five to'ten years, Indian
peOple were considered as being eligible under that authority. Congrees and
federal agencies concerned themselves with funds available for Indian use
'One, the Johnson-O'Malley, was based on the premise that there is nontaxable
land in a school district. It says basically the'same thing that PL 814 Saga.
And so-many Congressmen were saying, "Why do we need two national bills or'
legislative acts addressing the same basic problem?"

-

1r And so, some changes' were made to change the direction of Johnson-O'Malley.
i4er, Congress said, "We have a lot of impoveris hed children whose parents
economically cannot afford to provide them with some of the basics to get
them on a par. with other children." So, along comes the ESEA'Act and Title I
for dieadvantaged children, whiCh includes Indian children. At that point we
were looking at two programs addressed to basic education:. 874 and )ohnson-

, O'Malley. There were also.tvolprograms that were 'concerned with the special
and unique needs of Indian children: Title I and Johna01-0'Malley.

Last year another bill went through Congress, known'as Public Law Number
92 -318, Title IV, which does a Couple of t4inii. It amends certain sections
of existibg laws, Public Law 874'is amended. Title VII and Title VIII of. the

. Elementary and Secondary Education Act is amended. the Higher Education Act
of 1965 is amended. Title III ofthe ESEA is amended. Whit does this.all .

*Due to technical difficulties with our recording equipment, the introductory
statement delivered by Dr. Roes 1e unavailable.,
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mean? t means they had to attach an amendment, to the URA major packige
and say to the colleges and universities and to every school system that had
disadvantaged children throughout the country, "We need your support to push
the major bill through so that our little piggyback, rider can create a mocha..
niem whereby Indian people can establish a department in the U. S. Office of
Education and her) eome.monies coming into the schools."

Okay, this bill then went through and'some questions that we need to ask
ourselves are as followst Hpwrinany programs do we have'that-address the
special, unique needs'of Indian children?. What are chose funding agencies in
the state departments doing to insure that funds are not duplicated? -How
mucbe time is teken by the agencies that dispense the money? Now much.tjma is
actually'spent in cross-cheeking their own files? It has'been a crime that
Public and federal schools,have not been.slade accountable for the funds spent.
Those dollars sere appropriated basically for Indian children and their eaca-

c time' needs. v

0

You see a trend in this whole accountability areja where the federal
government is mandating through legislation the involvement of Indian people
in school, programs. I have to ask myself, as,an Indian person, why we Indian
people haven't taken it.upon ourselves to get involved in the public system.
I think a good illustration is that not only on the Navajo Reservation, but
on my own reeervatton back in South Dakota, the Indian people feel we are
not the public. Dr. Bob Roessel says the Navajos take a look at three
systems of education. The federal system, they say, is the Washings eye-
tem. They look at the public school anc

, Mr. Abe Plumber, who's the assistant ar a director for the Bureau 'of Indian
etelY,,that's the white man's school.

Affairs, says "That is the school where the Navajo goes to school with the
little white man." I think we Indian peopia.need to develOp a mind set where
in many areas the population is dominantly Indian. When you have a situation

thatl'you are the public and you can control that public school on the
local level. Complete control exists` only in a school system where you have
charge of the finances. Wherever there's economics involved, there's also
strings attached.

You look at the broad spectrum across this way and say, "People across
this country' have ideas about what is valuable in order to bring about a
Better society. The things' they.plece value on are translated in terms of
educational needs.. All a schbol is is a place'where mind's are molded. It's
purpose is to help the individual."

You take a look at the state level: The state has general needs that
are voiced and.expressed through state education codes, state standards, an&
state accreditation.' A state puts in some meney. There are strings attached
to that.- Indian people, by and large, do net consider themselves a part of
the public and have never really spoken up and said as a unified group,
"Theie are the values that we feel are important. These are some of the
standards that we.would like to see in our schools." It may be a very far-
out philosophical thought at this point because recognising the economy of
the situation, mfny Indian tribes don't have the matching dollars'to put



Anto education. That's one of the reasons why we have to rely on other
people; "In order for us to particiliate,, we have to hive literate people.
Tbete people have to fit intocsociety."

'404

I would like to have Rick review Title IV at this point and%ftom there,
we can generate a number of elements for discussion.

thLIVALItasasolaft:

Okay, first of all, those handouts you've got are the official sheets
from the Officeof Indian Education in Washington D.. C. In addition to that,
Ken and I have 0 number-of materials up here. This.is the maauscript that
was published by the National Advisory Council for Indian Education. There's
only one copy of these, and this will be on display up here following the
`session. Also in addition to this, we have a listing of all of the indivi-
dual members of that National Advisory Council: If come of you are involved
in proposal writing in trying to get your programs funded, it might be a
good idea politically to know some of these people, to be acquainted with
them throughout the year, and to know who is representing you in Washington
D. C. in regards to the Indian Education Actit We've got only about tea or
so of those, so these will be available also up here following the session.
Also", we do have some items that yo ®u might be interested in if you've ,got_
some time, items that we in the Office bf Indian Education use as priorities
for funding.' So if you've got some time) I'd like you to note some of these.

Let's get into the different parts right.nbw. First,of all the purpose
of the legislation is to establish, develop and carry out programs of Indian
educatioU that will improve educational opportunity for all tudian children
and adults. Now this legislation is unique in that bulk of the responsi-
bility goes to the, tribes and to the different Indian' organisations through-
out the country. This is something that'u been missing it the past. less
also unique in that local education agencies, our public schools, our schools
throughout thevountry have to have a Parent Advisory Council. Now I know
that many of you are probably familiar with these, many of.us are probably
representatives in some of these local parent advisory councils. They have
to be represented, they have to sign that document:before it goes into
Washington and gets funded. These local parent advisory boards advise and
help develop lbcallrograms as they see fit., They actually tike part in the
evaluation and the operation of those'programs. So these are some of the
considerations we should be thinking about. Keep in mind one things all '

projects that receive funding must be.developed in cooperation with these
local parent groups and local advisory ,groups. This is the'nukber one item
on our priority.

Part A deals with the local educational agencies; the local public
schools. These are entitlement grants on a formula basis to local schools.
Basically what it says is that for &public school systemthat'educates
Indian children% what that public school needs to do is to take thi average
state per people, expenditure for all children in the state, multiply that
times the Maher, of Indian children enrolled, and that is basically what your
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entitlement will be. Okay? The example used here is AlbuquerqUe, New
Mexico. The average state cost is approximately $732 per child; 1,819 Indian
students in that hypothetical situation. You come out with a. total entitle-
ment of $1,331,508. Okay, you need a note on that overhead, too. Parts B
and C are not entitlement grantee These are for tribes and local, Indian
organisations.

What' can the money be used for under Part A? The-money can be spent by
the schools now ow.planning, development and establishment of special educa-
tion programs in the school, and I think that is noted on this beck "sheet.'
took under Part A. The money can be used for minor classroom remodeling, if
this happens to he a specific need.as identified by your local Indian educa-
tion committees. It can'be used on minor equipment, and there's a special
part under Part A that sets aside five percent of all:00,money under Part A
for local Indian controlled schools. Nov; this is important. It's becoming .

a trendtnow, where tribes and organizations are developing their own schools
and they call these Indian controlled schools. We actually have set aside a
grant of five percent of the money fhawas placed under Part A far this
-purpose. Are there any questions so far under Part A?

gueetion:' Canany of the money under Part.A be used td helt,support the
local parent groups?

.1,
Mr. Rick St. Germaine:

Let me give you en example. In our school district, we had an 'advisory
committee to,Johnson-O'Malley before this legislation came through.--Our
advisory committee is elected -from, five different chapter houses that are
located within our school district. What-the-chapters-did-was-vote', and elect
from their own membership somebody to serve as an advisor to the school with
respect to Johnson-O'Malley. They said.why should we have five or sixother
committees as.well, when in fact those people Are the ones we're going-to
corner on the local level? And so we would like to have them represent us
both on Johnson-O'Malley, Title _I and on Title IV. And they have a permanent
member on the committee and a standing alternate in case that indiiridual
cannot attend the meeting. One of the other things they did, do with 'respect
to Title IV was include the student body preeident. We also have alkind of
high school senate where there is an individual that sits as a non-veting
member on the school board, who is'different than the student body president.
So those two individuals sit down with us in terms of working out.some of the
areas In that legislation. One of the things the etu4ente did in our original
application was to divide out of 'the entitlement fivOor six thousand dollars
to go to the separate buildings:, one for the elementary school (we have two
elementary schools), a junior high and a senior high. They divided it out
equally according to the number of students in the area. Out of this money
we want to buy some pool tables so we can have a little recreation ,during
the lunch break. That's what we want to .do with the entitlement money, or .

whatever the kids want to do. We also want to pay for all'of the community
people to come to a tree homecoming game-. because it does cost money to pay
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the referees and.a number of other things. These are some of the decisions
that thaAtudents dre making ind.presenting to the committee for a royal.

411 Another good example. of how the committee 'works is that when first
set it up they said we would like to havWmoney in this budget so that we tam
go to other school systems and get some ideas from them. Otir parentl advisory
committee has made about five or4six different tips this year. They've run
up to Minnesota to take a look atsome of the programs involving urban Indians.
They've run dcwn to Dallas,-:Texas to take a look at eome of the things that
are happening with a number of ethnic groups involved in specificiprograme.
This is giving themiexposure to the broader educatioSal programs. ,Thaori
ginal application also made provisions for reimbursing them for travel:ex-
penses when they attended meetings and Workehops.

Question: (indistinguishable)

Mr. Rick St. Germaine:

I'd like to note here that virtually anything thatthe local education
'committees needs, w review and consider. We don't rubber stamp everything.
We're trying to find out if the school district is holding t)heivy'hand over
that local education group,'using them as a rubber stamp, and,tffere are ways
of finding out. Field readers are bringing in from'all parts of the country,
what's going on in the community. I'm familiar with a situation is Wisconsin
in which they've got a parents' educational prograw. It's called P -B -P, PEP.
In this program they're actually educating the local education groups in the
state-Of WiedoneinThWre providing them with a background in legal aid
and they're /providing a background in home school coordinating. They're
running these people through programs weekly Now this ie another area
where some of ourtlocal education gtoupe in Arizona and New Mexico can be
giving serious thought. These monies are available fOr that purpose, if
that's what 00 would like to use it for.

I think we're on Part B here. This is a verygood breakdown, by the \

way. You'll.notice on Part B, Item 2, programs authorized include planning,
pilot, and demonsttation piojects. One of the priority items happens to
provide for the local tribe or local education committeea sponsor an in-
service program in their local schools for the, teachers, for the administra-
tion and for the dtudents. In-service education or special in-service work-
shops happen to be a priority item. This would be another thing to give
`Serious thought to. If we can present these things to teachers in the
schools in such a way that they can give more sensitivity to the Indian
students during that scho6l year, we're going to meet one of our goals. I

didinention that under Part B the funds that go to the Indian'tribee are
determined on a competitive basis. 'It's not the white people in Washington
who are determinifig who's going to get the awards. As I mentioned just a
second ago, field readers are brought in from all parts'of the country. And
these people are changed on a regular basis to give a lot of people the
opportunity to read. Also, another group doing the reading is the National
Advisory Council. Hare again, you have representatives from all parts of
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the country, So'what you're seeing is awards being given'to tribes based on
a concentrated program where there's a lot.of local.educStion and IndienIndian.. ,!

peoplainvolved in determiAing where its mbney should go. and why. Under /

Part B a tot of the moncY ib going to Praftatfe for bilingual and bicultural
education prpgrains--cultural enrichmet, droPout prevention, vocational. /

,education, athipilot and progtams which test these projects/tor
their effectiveness.

. '
.....

Under Pert C is an amendment the Adult Education Act. And what this
does is go to the tribps, the radian organizatione, the sr educatio 1

. ,

agencies; like the state departments and Also local ednnat *on agencies like
e pnblic schools or local schools. It en blesqndiad adults to obta'n

i

th ivhigh 'school diplomas, their OED's, th Wadult basic educationa d to
improve,Eheir communication skills and'for areer developienC, Ode o these.

Priorities happens to be for a basic survef of Indian aidult illiterac 6

Right4now in the Office of Indian Education in Washingtion, we4now very
little about the extent and about the impact of how much Indian adult'( illi-
teracy there is in existence tin these Indian communitieS. One of the priori-
ties happens to,b a survey tb-determine the impactan the effect this iskhaving on the tri a: I think Ken will agree that res archers have/deter-

idth the home environiient. And a way of conquering s me of our problems is
mined that a lot o Ole problems Indian children are eriencing have to do

to get at that home environment. So the adult educe section under Part C
is attempting to remedy that.

ff

Part D established the Office /ndian Educat n.and\eleo the deputy

\comm °stoner of Indt0 Educatio4,- d it also established thiNiational Advil
eory ouncil on /W an Education. 0/3 like to turn /over that section to Ken
'becau e he's quite familiar with 'i i. . /

Dr. Kennet Ross:

Even tho h I'm familiar with it, kind of confused, basically
because we have so'many different Indian agencies supposedly speaking for the
needs of Indian people. For example; we've got Indian people in the National
Congress of AmOriAkOndians and they have a Committee on education. We
have the NationalAribal Chairman &eaocietion. They have an education com-
mittee. We have the National Indian Education Association. We have the
National Council,for Indian Opportunity.

I guess where I get confused and a lot Of legislators get confused in
terms of drafting bills that speak to the issues of the needs is that who
speaks for whom? And I think'one of the things they tried to do 'in estab-
lishing this,particular office and this particular commission was to identify
by region and to have the nominating pracess come from the local: grassroots
area all the way to the top. But then,-once it.gets tothe top it becomes
kind of .a political football in terms ofwhether you are Republican or Demo-
crat. 'Arleyou from Dixie or are you from the Union? In a way, it's putting
Indian poOple.against Indian people. On the same side of the coin you haire
within that office an individual fhat is going to be acting as,a commissioner
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within the department or office of education) Now as / see it, many 9f the
individuals that are on this national commission'have public support for
their own immediate areas. At the same time they could be likened somewhat
to the parent advise* couhnil for.this project. By-and large, many of them
are not professioneteduCators intheir own tight. They have a lot,of Om-
tact Ind a lot,of support,on the local level, but as far as knowing how to
administer sdhoole, how to look at 4nanceik, both oh the federal and the.state
level, and, packaging that all together to get,maximium mileage ouiy an edu-
cational program, Ithink there again we need to.addrees the question n to that it
coaacil You set an-eXamPle by first-of all becoming competent in those
akills'before trying to influence the local level.'

,

,

Mr. R Sk., Cermainet,
. ,

I Wok Ken did'highlight the fact thai:the fifteen iudividuals that
are appdated-to-the'National Advisory.Council are political appointments
from. the Office of the P4sident. .So bear in Mind that the, President is id-
nuanced by Congresemen,perhaps:in this case, Republican Congresemen. Re's

influenced by'a Republican Administration amts.:me of those eepointments.
this ynar happen not'tO be drawn from the thirty individuals that were recom-
mended by the various Indian groups. So when the various Indian groups all
got together and recommended thirty Indian individuals,-they expected fifteen
of tbose Indians to be Wanted from that thirty gtoup., Only three of those
out of the thirty got appointed. The rest came frdm Lord knows where. 'So
there is a little bit of politics involved, but we do have some yery good
individuals on that advisoty council; and l'thinkfrom,our area herein Arizona
we have Karma Torkiep from New Mexlco, Geraldine Simplicio from Daniel
Peaches from Window Rock, Patricia McGee from Prescott and I think' that'irit
for our area. But we've got those five or six individuals representing our
.area.

Wow it's my underetanding-for-thb-current-funding-year,-the-prOPeals 1
are in. .We have grants or standards on what is awarded by Congress. And
for this year, it went. up to forty million and so this is distributed as
equally as possible among the different divisions under Part A, Bi.C, and D.
Under Part A this year local education agencies were awarded $25 pillion;
under Part B, $11 million; under Part C, $5 million. to you must keep in
mind that therels,a limited amount of money. Under Part B and C this year
we received a total number of proposals of around six hundred. Each of these
were asking Anywhere from $30,000 to almost a million. This is why we call
it a discretionary grant. The field readers, the office staff, and the
National Advisory. .Council must determine at their diecretion where that money '

goes and forwhat reason. We've got to be as,unkiased as possible. We've
got to just hope for the, best in each community. -

Now I did bring along a listing of programs that sire .currently funded,
and they're operating right now. And also.I brought another list that gives'
you kind of an abstract of what some.of theserprograms,are doing. This will
give you a thorough idea of the different uses for the money. I also did
note on a few cards what some of-the programs are doing right now, and I
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'want to relate:the ones on the carde to programs that are zeroing in on the
use of multimedia materials. The BIA has a multimedia apProach to their .1,

whole echool CurriculuM.- This is a proposal that was in just this'yeart And
t.re don'tknowOcther it's gdinglo be funded.or not, but let.me tell you
something aboUt this particular prowl:11'i

44

This prOgram isgoing to establish three mobile constructional,units, and
these will actually be multimedia vans that will-travel outs to the communities.
These mUltipedia vane, mobile unite, are going'togOrovide serviceato ethnic,
culture and social science and they're going to also provide in-service
training and workshops._ They'regoing to hove homebound teachers operating
these vane. And in essence, this is a way of bringing education uut'io-the
community end involving the totalcoMmunitY4in an educatiOnal way.- Now I
was just handed a note here a minute ago that's related to these mobild
.FortApache Reservation has their mobile van down here today, and it was
funded under Title IV for demonstratit purposes. And I underetand that it's
out in the parking lot, so. you might e interested in going out there and
looking at it. It's across from Farmer Education, so that would be probably
out in that perking lot over there. Make it during, noon if you have some.time.

There are two particularly interesting projects that were funded last
year. One-of them is the Duluth Indian Action Council, which got funded for
a project calledMotivations in Communication and that's directed,by a man'
called Ray Murdock. This is actually a media program desigaed to train local
urban Indians from Duluth in the use of TV cameras, TV programming And radio
broadcasting. They havea weekly hour TV program on Channel TO in which they
cover Indianevents,lmtivities and news. ,I was fortunate en6Ugh to see One,
of their programs last year and they're really doing a fine job. Now: here We
have.involved local Indians tying in with their local agency, actually broad-
casting and actually utilizing this media, this vehicle, to promote their
culture and to serve as a communication between communities.

The All Indian Pueblo Council which is based in Albuquerque has a pro-
gram that was funded,'entitled,Computet Assistant Instruction. This is a
model program of computer assistant instruction that they hope will increase
student performance in math, English, motivation and precision. It is 0
serving four hundred Cochiti etudents. Now their computer service isn't
meant to replace teachers, but-just to complement them.

Ramah Navajo. High School in New'Mexico has,a prbgram that provides a
communications encounter among their Navajos, with the use of an FM radio
station. Now this is funded out of Title IV. Students plan their own radio
show format. They deliver their own programs on the air and these are done
sometimes in Navajo. They see their FM radio program as a stimulus and
motivator for their children.. /t,also serveg es'an employable skill for a
young adult. Some of these kids are getting interested in:going into commu-
nications after they graduate froi high school. And also the moat important
thing, this is4>rovIdirg an InvalnablA setvleo to the; notamonity. /
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These are just Some of the projects that were funded this year and
they4e.currently,operating. And there are-a number that are-equally inter-
ests vat And like I wiajold when I first arrive4 in Washington that if you
have'rtarge enough imagination and if you have Y: sound program and if you're
really going to attack-the problems and the needs of our Indian people then
you've iot a gOodhchance to get funded and get something done.

Dr. Kenneth Roses

I guess my majer'concern at this point is thafif the Federal Government
is going to get baCk tw,the Indian people, ,then we need the commitments to
go along Willi it. You'teke a look at the ;Wane from Washington and find
out that President Nixon in his address to thiOffiee of Management and
Budget recommended that Pitt A.not be funded. for net year. You take a look
at impoundieg Money fhat,we've bad to go to court to get and that Congress
has alreadtappiopriated.and released for educational purposes and you'realiee
the struggle we're ie fors`, - We must 'unite to receiveAhie money.

I am concezned about.the education of Indian children in the state of
faisona, as the rest of the nation. I am somewhit concerned about
getting money under Title IV, for exile, and many other things that are .

going to affect school budgets. One is the finance package that was recently
passed by the Arizona legislature, which stipulates there will. be a mandate

,J on the amount of money school systems call expend on their basic operational.
budget. Theres a six percent limitatidh, I Wm a very facetious illustra-
tion, but you get the message., The state legislature days you calymly I ,

spend six percent more than what you have right now. In order for me to
..provide equal opportunity for the children in the area wheret am, I. need

t6 provide things like the opportunity to.go to the opera'. where do I go
if I Want to take Hy students to have that equal chance?. I come down to
PhOenix. Once I iet,herei't hive already spent my six percent limitetio
so I can't'get my siudente back to school. .These are some of the coteerns
that t have about basie'Operatiqns. .Basic operations involves mainteneece
and Operation 9f the plant and a number of other things. So I think one of
the things that needs'to.be done is that,we need to get together with some
of the people whQ regulate some finances.,. The Johnson-O'Malley Act has'been
changed about five or six times down through history. In the twenty some
years it's been around, nobody seems to know exactly how it seems to operate.
The IAA and the 'Sthte Department have not really,communicated to the people
out in the school districts exactly what that money is for or how and why you
can get it. I see-the whole area of communications as one of the keys to
opening up the 'eyes of people on the local level as'well as people in the
top echelons that aupposedly are setting policy 4110 reviewing'project grants.
Are there any questions at this point?

Question: (indistinguiShable)

Dr. Kenneth Rose:

I think children all over the
growth and development in aorioty.

country need the same opportunity for
In many rono, children do not have



access to radio, TV and newspapers. If it's not being provided, by society
throughout the community because of an economic situation, then we need to
expooe children to thatlame kind of opportunity in the schools.

Mr. Pick St. Germaine:

'"One of the.queotiona that we received was that if some of the schools
applied for funding from Title IV, would this affect their Johnson-O'Mail4'y
funds. Has anybody inquired or even TiestioneJ that at all? Well, soma of
the schools thought that if they did apply under Title IV and funding was
being used primarily from Johnson- O'Malley, that Johnson-O'Malley funding
would be cut off. Are you,able to address that?

Dr. Kenneth Ross: I

I haven't experienced any outright returnson that.' -The legislation
speal-a to one major issuel.that all of Title IV money is over and above
existing funds and that under no circumstances will thefetites reduce ttie
amount of money that is going into a school system because of its additional
resources: So there's money to concentrate on some of the things that admini-
strators, parento, teachers and everybody else feels are the concerns in
that area. They.can be developed at rationale in terra of supporttig some
sort of format whereby to.itddress those needs, and proceed from there.4 We'll
need to concentrate on a lot of the basics that are involved.' One of the
issues in the whole area of basics is what value Indian people place on
retention of culture and language. Is it the function of,the schOol to dok\
that? This is a very philosophical question. What is the purpobe of the A''
school? Language'and culture are very important to tribes. Then there are
a'numberof special project areas that can be funded.
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WORKSHOP #3

STRENGTHENING NAVAJO'EDUCATION

PARTICIPANT: Dillon Platero, Director, Division of Education, Navajo Nation

SubSary: .Emerging congreheneive educational plan of the
NaVajo tribe. Eleven programs: establishing and operating
the Navajo Tribal Education Agency, assessing'educational
jneeds, providing technical. assistance to schools, collegils
and communities increasing sponsorship and improving the coor-
dination of federally funded educational activities, developing
Navajo educational policies and gUidelines, providing training
for Navajo school boards, guiding'development of programs,
school and community telvision system, implementing educational
programs for teachers and administrators,. administrative' sup-
port ser4ices, creative Navajo youth development and.esploy-
ment-programs.

,

Early.in 1973, the Navajos made several major educational decisions.
The first of these .commitments called for the expansion and improvement of

. the educational opportunities being. made available to all of the residents
of the Navajo Nation. This decision became the platform for an .important
educationalfeptech by the Tribal,Chairdan, Peter MacDonald, on May 30, 1973.
,Mr. MacDonald emphasized the value of education to the improvement of eocio-
economic conditions on the Navajo Nation. This speech was highly signifi-
cant because he boldly called to the attention of all Navajos the Tribal
Council's growing concern for improvement and expansion of education for
Navajos. The Navajo Division of Education celebrated the, occasion by re-
leasingthe commemorative publication, "Strengthening Navajo Education."
This handsome, Navajo-crafted document was widely distributed to members of
the V. S. Congress, state legislators, educational agency personnel and
foundation executives who have historically exhibited interest in helping
Native Americans.to help themselves. The publication serves both as a posi7
tioripaper describing the deplorable state of educational affairs existing
on the Navajo Nation, and as a paper conceptualizing alternatives4or com-
bating the problems.

A second major decieien was the appointment of myself to the Director-
ship of the Navajo Division of Education. The goals of this position have
been to understand the Navajo's educational problems, to identify alternate
solutidns, to find support for implementing major educational programs and
to secure the managerial expertise necessary to accomplish broadscale, agency
type programs.

Each of the eleven programs which'is described in this .monograph en-
titled, Eleven Programs for Strengthening Navajo.Education, December 1973,"
is a component of the emerging compoNenaive educational plan of the Navajo
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tribe. It'bhould be espeCially noted that although only eloVett programs are
identifiable at this time, it is entirely logical that additional programs
will be added as the Navajos develop a better understanding of their socio-
economic and educational needs and of the additional educational delivery,
systems which they mignt utilise to fulfill their needs.

Each of the initial eleven programs is briefly described as follows:

PROGRAM 1: tAania9smtut_L"'Eaabli,hisrheNaveloTribalgiplesisiLkonz

This has two primary objectives. The first of these is the designation
of the Navajo Nation by the U. S. Government as the equivalent of a state
depaitment of education; being en designated will qualify the Navajo Nation
as a legitimate recipient of numerous forms of federal suppOrt. It Will-alsM
permit the Navajo Tribe to establish and maintain selective inputs to the
educational systems attended by Navajo children; these controls will primarily
be oriented toward understanding values and,expanding Navajo cultural prac-
tices in the school progiiMi-iii"Which'NeVajo children are participants.

It

A second objective of Program 1 is'the unification of 4the pals of the
many school, systems functioning onstheiNavajo Nation. 'This.Navajo objective
is, in effect, an effort by the Navajo tribe to maximize the educational !

resources available for the best possible education of Nelvajo yotith.

PROGRAM 2: Assessing the Educational Needs of the Nava os.'

Program 2 recognitea'ihat Navajos have seldom had the opportunity to
realistically and-genuinely express,their school community needs.:" In con-
ducting Program 2, the Navajo Tribal Edutation Agency will utilize a variety
of needs assessment techniques to identify.student, educator, and lay citizen
interests. Extensive effort will be exerted to discover what the .educational
programs being made available to Navajos should include to fulfill the felt
and inherent seeds of Navajo youth:

PROGRAH 3i Providing Technical Assistance to Schools, Colleges and Commu-
nities.

The basic philosophy of die program is the belief that the Navajo Nation
will only become stronger if its communities become stronger. _Program 3 is
designed to develop for-local schools and communities s variety of forms of
technical assistance which willenable these schools and communities to help
themselves, that is, to help themselves improve their educational programs
and to impiove the socioeConomic characteristics' Of their communities. %4N

Among the technical assistance: which will be provided to Navajo ichiiel#
And communities.are: fUnds for developing local programs; planning, manage.-
ment and evaluative consultative services; community adult educational ser-
vices; feasibility studies; ands.aid in evaluating optional governmental'pro-
grams.
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PROGRAM 4: Ite...agtLIncreite.Sosorsin_lereykIl the Coordination el
Federallximpded Educational Activities.

The primary purpose of Program 4 is to increase the federal funding
level of support to Navajo educational programs and projects, and further, .

to maximize the utilization of all of the funds which are being made avail-
able. The Navajo.Tribal Education Agency intends to fulfill the aims of
Program 4 by both the coordination of presently funded programs and the
stimulation of new programs. The accomplishment of these objectives will
include.seeing that the appropriate funds are utilized for the specific
Indian-related purpose's stated in each law and in promoting appropriations
whigh exceed those of previous years.

PROGRAM 5: .Developing Navajo Educational Policies and Guidelines.

palizing that the proposed improvement and expansion ofiducation.for
Navajos functionally incorporates extensive philosophi0i-an1 operational
changes, NDOE is undertaking as a major part of its new comprehensive educetional'

plan the development of policies act(' guidelines to both create better
understanding of the proposed changes and to provide professional guidance
for implementing the changes. Basic policies will evolve as Tribal resolur.
tions, and, subsequently, secondary policies will be developed at regional
and local levels as chapter officers, school boards; and other-school com-
munity groups agree upon philosophical approaches to implementing the basic
Tribal policies of the Tribal Council. these new Tribal policies and guide-
lines will have as llhbir central foci the maintenance and. improvement of the
Navajo culture, and the association of Navajo youth and adults' through the
educational process..

PROGRAM 6: ProviditloolBoards.

Like in most places.in.the United Statesthe majority of'echool board
members on the Navajo Nation tend to come from the middle and upper age
groups. For a number of reasons, a large proportion of these middle aged
and older Navajos have had very little formal education. The'average educa-
tional achievement level of the members of some of the more remotely located
school boards will generally be less than fifth grade, and the grade level
attainment range on many of the school boards may vary from grade one to
grade seven or eight. This is not meant to imply that many of these Navajos
are not selfreducated,.butto emphasize that their formal educational experi-
ences have been very limited. The reason for including this program in the
comprehensive education plan is, therefore, obvious. Navajo school board
members need training in developing their educational philosophy, in managing
school financies, in developing the-criteria for the selection and improve-
ment of faculty, in determining the bases underpinning the creation and
maintenance of new educationil programs, in the characteristics of a human-
istic school alommunity, and in many other essential educational factors.
Essential ingr
training, visits to other schools and Communities, partic ation in univer-
sity. seminars and preparation .for moving from school boa d po itiona to
other community boards of governance.
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PROGRAM 7s Guidink the DevelopmentgpmeitmlattigaglEamme.

Several conditions of the present educational systems functioning on
the Navajo Nation, as well as several concerns contained in the new compre
heneive educational plan, caused the NDOS to establish Piogram 7.. Sucinctly
stated, many of the educational programs now conducted by diverse sponsors
are neither comprehensive nor sophisticated in chareetet; the new comprehen-
sive master plan for Navajo education calls for the expansion and the refine-
ment of these programs by employing professionals to be responsible at the
Tribal level for stiumlating and assisting with the expansion and refinement
of these programs by employing professionals to be responsible at the Tribal
level for stimulating and assisting with the expansion/and refinement of the
present programs. Program 7 recognizes that the educational programs pre-
sently available to most Navajo children do not intestate into everyday
learning activities such experiences as bilingual education, cultUral plutal-
Jam, early childhood education, and a.number of other important educational
concerns.

PROGRAM 8: pmicake.4.School. and Community_Telexiaion Ante!):
Navajo Nation.

The Navajo Nation is a very large and geographically varied section of
the Southwest, and relatively speaking, the inhabitants live in geographic
isolation. In good weather, and on the few good highways which exist within
Navajoland, it.takes three to five hours to drive across the Nation. In bad
weather, and on the remainder of the roe's, it can take six'to eight hours
to travel as little as 15 or 20 miles (with a four wheel drive vehicle); per-
haps as many as 75% to 85% of all of the Navajo's' roads faX1 into this cate-
gory. Presently,.mass media only touches the Reservation omen Irregular
and uncertain schedule. Newspapers, television and radio,programs, U. S.
mail and other such media are received in Navajo homes and institutions on .

an intermittent and undependable basis. Navajos need to have"ote mass medium
for dependable communication with each other '(smoke signals are no longer a
dependable medium because of smog interference). Television, the most modern,
most rapid, and the most functional of all of. the mass:media is a logical
selection for implementation on the Navajo Nation.'

By installing a telpision network on the Nation, it will be possible
to conduct eddcational programs'for youths and adults alike. It will be pos-
sible to utilize' television for school and community purposes. This will do
much to rapidly update the Navajos, and therefore, NNE considers the creation
of the proposed Navajo television system among the most vital of all of its
educational efforts.

PROGRAM 9: uniementinutragfoLlreLietmrsamtHefAsint-
strators of Navajo Children.

the present time, there are so few Navajo teachers and Navajo admini-
strators occupying proftsehonal positions in educational establishments located
on the Navajo Nation'that the immediate development of hundreds of Navajo
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teachers and administrators is an' absolute requirement of NDOE.' Currently,
less than one out of fourteen teachers Is a Navajo, whereas about 95% of all
of the students are Navajos; likewise, at the present time', about one. out of
fifty educational administrators holditg positions in inst tutibns on the ,

'Navajo Nation is' a Navajo.. NDOE hes already initiated a n bey of programs
to eliminate this imbalance.. One program seeks Navajos wit two or moreOtears
of college education to help them get a Bachelors Degree in education within
two years (while they contidue to work on the Reservation a educational
aides). Another program is directed to seeing that 20 Nava os get Masters
Degrees in educational administration and, concurrently, st to administrator
certificates. The proposed-administrator and teacher training programs are
of both a pre-carer and an in-service nature.

PROGRAM 10: Developing Administrative Support Services.

A0 the new comprehensive education plan is operationeliiea, the NDOE
staff will expand considerably. The liaison activity between NDOE and'
Navajoland educational agencies will greatly increase. The services rendered
by the Tribe to its schools, and Communities will also grow. lience, the ad- .'
ministrative support services required to enable NDOE to function properly
will similarly grow several fold. Manymare millions of-dollar' will be
processed annually, hundreds.of additional pay checks will have to be pro-
ceased monthly,new fringe benefit programs will hive to be developed, per-
sonnel activity will have to be increased greatly, and numerous other admini-
strative tasks will concurrently expand. It is-recognized that both NDOE
and the Tribal administrative office must boitegnizant of this growing need
for additional administrative services./

.

PROGRAM 111 Creating a Navajo Nation Youth Development and Emplovment Program.

Program 11 declares open war on idle time. It recognises that school age
youth and other young adults spend three to fOur times as many awake hours
out of school as they da in school. Program 11 marshalls all of the avail-
able- manpower and other resources to attack idleness and its related social
problems. The efforts of this program will be directed first of all to
utllisitig the taleilta and the energies of young Navajos in solving critical
'problems of the Navajo Nation; NDOE avows. that Navajo youth can develop and
conduct intelligent' programs for strengthening the Navajo Tribe. NDOE believes
that Navajo. youth can successfully attack problems of an ecological, environ-,
mental, social or economic nature. The Division does not base this belief
solelyon hope but also on the past practice of a small number of young Indian
groups.
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WORKSHOP #4

ARIZONA RESERVATION EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS'

PARTICIPANTSs Mr, Wesley Bonito, Fort Apache Reservation; Mt. Marilyn Rope,
San Carlos Reservation; Mr. Narcissi') Bighorn, Salt River Pima-
Maricopa Reservation; Sister Kateri Cooper, Papago Reservation;
Ms, Myra,Antone, Gila River Indian Reseivation--Tribal Educes-.

tion coordinators.

.Summary: Panel dismission, educational programs end goals on
Arizona reservdtions ,

Mr. Wesley Bonitos

(Mr. Bonito introduces the panel.) ...Sister Kateri from the Papago
Reeervation and next to her is Narcivee Bighorn from. Salt River Pima-Maricopa
Reservation and on the far right its Nis. Myra Antone, workinglor Title IV
Project for District Aid, Sacaton Public. School and she's pinch-hitting for
Peggy Jackson. These people up' hare will be talking to you about education
on their reservations.

I'd like to give you a description of our jobs., The education coordi-
nator position was born back in.1967 in El Paso Texas vhere,a group of Indian
leaders got together and talked about how local people could be involved in
school affairs. At that time most programs were run through the Buread of
Indian Affairs or'the public school and local people were not involved in it
We discussed a pilot program, and OA first was given to the White Mountain
Apache,tribe. it, name is Wesley Bonito. I've been with that program for .

the last six years. After the first year our pilot program was evaluated
as good, and we were told to extend this program to other reservation's and
other states and into Alaska. Today we have some of ,the education coordif
natore sitting with us here and they'll be talking to you about their reser.
vation programs.

The job description I have here le.for the Fort Apache Indian Reserva-
tion, but most of the Sob descriptions on other reservations are identical.
The description tor education coordinatorie as followss (1) Responsible
for assisting hfred professional employees carrying out the education pro-
gram on the Indian reservation. (2) Maintains liaison relatiOnship, between
school, community, and family groups. (3) Offer advice and assistance to
school administrators on educational problems and needs. (4)'Dissaminate
educational information from a variety of`external sources to members of
tribal group. Assist in implementation of recommendations offered by con-
cerned groups, and individuals as endorsed by BIA. (5) Supply information
on,request to interested parties, such as statistics, problem areas, inno-
vations and so on, (6) Provide orientation of tribal, social and culture
Mores and history for incoming DIA teaching staff. (7)-Function as a resource
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person available.for classroom presentation on tribal history and customs.
(8) Assist school administrators on problems related to school attendance,
potential dropouts, hygiene, parent-school relationships, road conditions,
and so on. (9) Responsible for processing college entrance scholarship appli-
cations.and follownp to insure their funding is secured. (10) Visit the
homes of peoPlein the community, talk with parents and study first -hand
information regarding their homes and community environments. (11) Act as
coordinator with'tribal and,BIA offices to keep Indian reservation children
in school. Counsel with parents, children an4nollese students in registering,
selecting proper studies and getting established in dotmitories. (12) Plan a
tribal. ducation budget. (13) Responsible for interviewing tribal employees
for summer programs.

The education coordinator does not have a'staff to work with or have
any direct superVision over,the tribal education or BIA employees. All this

,started in 1967, but we have made a big aent,into the education program,
especially We in the state of A Leona where thke,program has, I feel, done
a real good job working with all ph es of educatton. Wehave been involved
in all prbgrams, athe state level, n the parochial and BIA schools. And
we have set up some workshops some of ou have attended up in Ogden, Ut
where we involve parents, acholatship fleets, and, university people, Co o
'lot them know what type of educationwe want for Indian children at the
reservation level.

All funding for an educatilp coordinator is through BIA by indian con-
tract and they are not Bureau employees. These people sitting up here are
all tribal employees.

I will, stop here and go
come in with my few remarks.
Papago Reservation.

Sister Kateri Cooper:

on to the speakers and then after that I'll
I'd like to start with Sister Kateri froi the

As an education coordinator, I just started about a,year ago. Our
tribal council asked yhether an assistant was needed or representatives,, which
might be an education committee. So I suggested we needed an education
committee. Our education committee represented the eleven districts. It
meets every.eecond'Sattrday of'the month. It cametup with the resolution
that thtough the Papago council and education committee our desires for a
sound educational program for Papago people was that we would get involved
in administrative aspects of education and we would provide high quality
academic and vocational education-on the 'reservation.

One of our objeCtives is to strengthen and efficiently operate the ,

Papago education tribal department. The committee was subdivided into groups,
with one group working 'on resolutions, proposal writings or any type of
needs that might come Up On the,reservation. The subcommittee grobps want
to be ipvolved in the administrative aspects of eduCation at Papago and to
be responsible end have a say in the public schools, in the BIA schools, and
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in the mission schools. One of the things that was given for the first time
on the reservation where the tribal members actually control. was $250,000
last year. It involved five uctivitiest the home base program, the ,special
education program, recreations, media learning centers, and personnel services.
Under that program, we were concerned with dropout prevention and special
education for the handicapped. This year we were told that we are refunded
$250,000 again for next year.

Under the home base program, weallowed for the parents to get together
into a centralise4 place to work with their three- and four-year-old children.
Under the home base program we have a supervisor who has nine sides working
with her.

In'special education we have one person, Agnes McKay, who goes into the
reservation areas and finds a lot of things we never knew kofore. No one
ever did visit reservation homes before. In one specific area found a
girl up in the auntaine who is fourteen or fifteen years old. She does
not know a word of English and has never gone to school. These are the
type of people that the special education person is working with. Thera are '

a lot of other things that we have found up in the mountain, and remote
areas which I thought was something that was needed.

The recreations program is our highest.funded area. In our recreations
prograutwe have about ten employees and two more are asking to get into the
recreations area. Nextyear we budgeted for thirteen recreation centers. The
recreation centers work directly with the media learning centers. We're
finding out that solve of the remote areas are building their own centers out
of adobe brick. Some have half finished building their centers. They're
not waiting for the BIA personnel, who have been promising ten or fifteen
years to put up the community centers. Instead, lots of them are building
their own centers now. This summer we will continue with the recreations
and media learning centers, which include arts and crafts.

We're getting an alcoholism program and other programs are asking to
come into the area and work with the children. The legal services are
coming in,an trying to helprthe people. There are other people, too, who
are asking to come in. We re asking that Pima College he involved in this
area and we want to use them for arts, crafts, ceramics or any type of engine
tuning that the boys might want. The Pima College president said that they
would help us in any way that we want them to.

We have ninety-five etudents in'Stewart Indian School, eighty students
in Sherman, in Phoenix Indian School we have150 students and these are the
areas where we're having problemsbecause some of these students do not fit
in. We're getting a lot of infractions and the two counselor* are working
directly with thuparents. We're finding out that each counselor is differ-
ent.. One counselor prefers to work with the parents, another counselor pre-
fers to work with students, so there are a lot of new things that we'are
discovering. Next year we budgeted for four counselors, but our budget was
.cut to $25,000. The pupil-personnel services are Important and next year we
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budgeted for another one. If there are any University of Arizona students
here who areincounseling, we prefer.Papagos who speak the language to be
hired by the counseling services because with the two counselors, it's too
much for them.

. Right now we ,are just beginning to get involved in the San Simone Ele-
mentary School. Next week we'll be going to Washington rd.C. to appear in the
Senate Subcommittee to ask the Senatelubcommittee for monies for the tribe
and for the San Simone School, And as you know, Santa Rosa School has
$4 million to start the extension of.theirbuildings which\will be an alter-
native type school with pod systems. 'More dormitories will be built but we
prefer sendirig the children home for the weekends. We're also trying to look
into the areas for matching funds.

Mr, Wesley Bonito:

Thank you Sister Kateri. After the panelists are through, we'll have
questions from the audience if time permits. We'll go on to the next speakIT,
Narciese Bighorn from Salt River Pima-Maricopa Reservation. He'a also the
education. coordinator for that reeervetion,end thip time we'lltuin.the mike
over to him.

Mr. Narciese Bighorns .

Thank you, Wesley. For those of you who don't know where Salt River is,
if you're in ScOttedalt,Tempe or Mesa, you are a suburb of Salt River. At
Salt River, the tribe fiorking to take more control of their programs in
the community. Not only. in educationsibdut you would find if you,go out to
Salt River that we don't have a.BIA agency, a specific agency by itself. Ia
the past two years, each department hae'been broken 'up... For instance, the
BIA education department is under the supervision of my office. The super-

:

intendent, pibgiaci coordinator, does notsitkin an agency, he's sitting.
in the same office with the tribal president and vice - president. The tribal
lend,board is in the same office with the BIA- realty people. Social service.
18.4'contract position, that's a tribal position, and they are in together
With the community action agenty,.so the tribe is reorganizing their structure.
The BIA offices and different departments are located within the structure of
the tribe.

I think my title has changed this past year about two or three times.
By the,time I got my cards printed up they changed it again, and I got a
letter from the tribal council about two months ago saying that you are now
adminiitrator of education programs, so I'll have to order some more cards,
but tithink I'll wait another month or so before I dO that. The reason for
this is that we worked out an agreement with HEW that Headetart and.day care
programs which were functioning under the community action agency are uow
under the supervision of the tribal education department. As it is now, any-
thing'that tomes to the reservation, any type of program in any one of'these
departments, must be cleared through our office and the tribal education
office. Whether it's Bureau personnel, teachers or even a principal, we make
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our recommendation or our selection to the area office:personnel as to who
wetwent. This is the route that the tribe is going out there at.Salt River.

*. As for programs, we have the day care program, Headseart program, kinder-
garten program which we Call the Pour C's. Its a cooperative effbrt between
Mesa Public Schools, who furnish the teacher and tome of the food supplies.
The BIA provides transportation; and the tribe provides the facilities, the
supervision. The Readstart department provides+the preparation of the food
for the class; so it's a community cooperative effort in child care and this
is where we get our -Four C's kindergarten. We have the Bureau school, which

-------.1s-kindergarten*throUgh sixth'gradC The school is under the pod system,
which was mentioned earlier and it is a new program for the community and for
the school. Whits had problems this year becauseit in something new. I
think it ould not heve had the problems that it e facing if it would hive
been star 0 out properly with community and par t involvement.

Our keeling about community and parental itvolvement is that you involve
your paAnts from, the very beginning before you do any writing, in disucesione
about the program aa to yhat,.they want in their school, how they want it tone,
and who ekey want in it-and all these details. Than you get your propopel
written after you find out what they want, and they are willing to approve it.
Apparently some people feel that parental involvement is writing a proposal
and giving it to the people and Saying, "We would like you to approve this
and sign it so that we can institmte this program in your school." That's
not our understanding of parent involvement, and whin Ns have that type of
involvement you could have problems.

4

We do have a GED program. It hasn't been as active and there hasn't
been as much involvement in it, but nevertheless, some people have gotten
their GED certificates from this program. Also we have a talent search pm-

' gram., Mr. Gerald Antone in the director of this program. Ws new this
year and he's still working to learn his techniques and job description and
now he's going to be working with students on:a junior high level.

Many of our'students and community, methbere are 1.nvelved in a career
opportunities program. '.We are looking forward to them eventually being
teachers in the community. Some of them have been out of school for a numtier,
of years, have raised. their families,' and have had the opportunity to come;
back into education through the career' o poriUnities program and are doing
very well and wi eventually be teacher , we.hops, in a community of Salt
River. 'I th I might have shocked one of the individuals. I met her out
in the hall- I said "Are you ready for your speech, because I'm going to

111 .call on you, and she frdte against the walla She is a graduate student in
social work who is working at Phoenix Indian School. Phyllis Bigpond is her
supervisor, and: she and other graduate students have been coming out to the
reservation on Wednesdays. They work mainly with our studedta.that attend
Phoenix Indian School, mostly those that ride the bus daily into Phoenix
Indian School. This is anothetprogram that we are thankful for that has
helped meet the needs of the lack of counseling that we have.
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We have proposals submitted seeking lIcounseling/tutoring-program which
I'understand is almost certain to,be approved, and hopefully we'll begin
these things if we get the final apPToval on them July 1. In the counseling/
tutoring program we will utilize local people. They need not be college
graduates, nor have a degree in that area., They will receive specialized
training under the direction of a trained counselor and be able to work with
our students on the reservation. We do'not have a final word yet on this,
but the last report was that it was going to go through,

)
\,

We also have an adult education program planned and providing this pro-,.
posal is approved, we'll be able to set up a permanent full-time adult educa-
tion program in the community, utiliiing ASU,.Mesa Community College, Scotts-
dale Community College and other dbileges, but mainly to provide the oppor-
tunity for community members to receive vocational training or adult educa4
tion classes right in the community. Along with that, we hale another pto-'
gram that we are count* on: an early,childhood prpgram which will include
infants to five year 0 de. I couldn't understand what'our planner was talking
about when he said he wrote this. I said, "Who's it going to include?" and
he said "It will involve prenatal to five year olds." He's starting out
before they're even born. But this is the way that we want to go. To begin
as early as possible and that would be in qie area of a well-Organiked day
care type program.

g'Again I emphasize the tribe there is working more toward self-determina-
tion and making decisions in running their programs. The council, Wednesday
night; approved a resolution requesting seventh and eighth grade in the com-
munity, which we don't haie.c And we have also requested to contract these
classes and next year hopefully add the ninth grade. SO the long range plena
of the tribe are to have their own school system. We are presently under tho
Mesa Public School system, and we have students attending the boarding
schools that were mentioned earlierlut_the_lopg range.plans are to have
our own junior high and eventually our own high school. Now =by pe4le that
were critical about_thia say,' %Ware you going to build your own high
school, when three Miles away is Westwood High School or to the west,

f Scottsdale,.ancrprobably in the future, to the north Pountain Hipp?"

And we find that the desire' of the community was to'have their own
children in their own community where they can feel that thefAchocil is their
school; that they can become more involved in theieown programs. And so
these are the things that we have found through a survey that was. conducted
two, years ago, and I think we got about an eighty-five to ninety percent
caverage,of the communities out there. So we're going on thli basis and
through the results of that Survey, these are how oursprOgrams cote about,
and these are the things that the community, through that survey, have
requested, and so it is our responsibility in the tribal education depart-
ment to try to fulfill these through the federal funding agencies or however
we can-do it.

Then, finally, in reporting to the tribe we try to keep in communication
with the tribal council. They are the final authority of.the reservation.
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Everything has to go back to them for final approval. Our tribal administra-
tion call staff meetings with us every two %treas. All the department heads`
of the tribe, which is water, land, police, education department, social
services, -public works, or whatever it is, each one of us is requited to give,
a written report to the administration. We are required to give a feport
whenever we.are called upon to.

5

(

Thesetkre some of the things that we are working toward, and any time
that any of you are in the area we Welcome you to come by and we don't:have,
anything to offer you, but the water's good and we'll gladly givelou a glass
of cold water. Thank you.

Mr. Wesley Bonito:.

Before you all go to sleep on
\
us, I'd like to tell yOu a little joke

to keep you awake. This little Indian boy was.sent down to a little trading
post, and his grandmother did not know how to speak the universal language..
But the grandma knew a couple words; that was'yee and no. And she said to
her grandson, "Go down to the trading post and pickup a pound of hamburger
for me." And the little boy said; "Grandma, both,df us.don't know how to
speak English. What am I going to do when I get down there?" "Well, when
you get down'there, whoever you meet, just say yep.' Just nod your head like
that and say yes." "And thefi how about if he keeps on talking,, what do. I do?"
"If he does, nod your head like this and say no."

So these two words were in his mind as he starts trotting down to the
trading post to pick up a pound of hamburger. On the way he met this little
white boy that wee a little taller than he was, and this little white boy
said in English, "Hey chief, do you want to fight ? "' Arid the Indian boy laid

Indian

He really went after the Indian boy and really beat hiM up And the
Indian boy want home crying instead of going op to the trading post.- Hie
grandma said, "What happened?" "OH, this boy down the road said something
to me and I said yes and he really beat me .up.11 And grendmaeays,' "Wipe '

your ,..rtars and go down again. I need that pound of hambUtiet." So he went
down tne road again and that little boy was still around there. This time
he said, "Chilidyou have enough?" "No," he said_and really got.a

But that's cone of the things we're here fOr--to learn to understand and
get along together., And I think we're all on the right track in terms -of
teaching all children how to get a good education and,speak,:because this is
the universal language we're all using here. If the Hopis or Navajos or
whoever's sitting here start using their own language, man, what a mesa we'll
be in. But I think through proper Process and training and learning that
we're all going to get along fine, and the purpose of being .here is to train
our kids to be better citizens and well-educated, so this is what we're all
here for. 1

I'll go on to the next speaker. The next speaker we have is Myra Antoine,
she's with the Tit,le IV Project with the District 18 from Sacaton Public
School.
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Ms Myra Antoni:

I work with Title IV and I've the Indian Studies Coordinator, but I'd
to tell"you about the projeite we have at our school. We have Title I,

III, and IV. Under Title.,/ we have reading technicians. They went through
twenty houreqtraining, making their own materials to use in their reading
,progrep. They have one hundred studeute that they see. Each has ten students.
The materials that they use is .the Field Enterprises Target Series, BRL
Sullivan, and Distart III. They have no classrooms.. Their classrooms are
wherever they can find tons. The teachers really say that they're doing a
real good job because the students they work with shoW great improvement.

We have Title III which is Project HEAT, and this involves kindergarten
through grade eight. It deals with Indian involvement, and .they have not
only the Pima' but the Papago: Hopi, Apache and Navajo at whit they call
sites. They visit the sites and improve the reading of each site. .They

have workshops that are held An Flagstaff, mud community research where they
went out to the people and asked them just what they thought of Indian

, .

Now in Title IV,.we're involved in Indian studies. We went out to do
research on the reservation and we asked the parents if they would like to
have their children learn the Pima langUage. And we asked them if it was

2:41l right if,wm,teach them; the songs, the dances, and we got good results
from them. Everyone wanted Indian culture taught in the schools.

We have a primary PS program, kindergarten through-third grade. And
this, is a structured program of physical education.geared to the,primary
level with no pressure as to.degreeof success for each child. The program
includes games of loan organization and leads.up te'games of team sports,
plays, self-Contained playground games, fulIctional rhythms, singing games,
,elementary gymnastics and physiCal fitness. Each month we have an Indian
program where we bring in different Indian dancers' or people to demonstrate
basket making, pottery making and anything that we can find that is of bene
fit to the Indian child.

So f0r, I have. been going to the classrooms and teaching them the Pima
language, and I teach twenty-two cusses d week. Mainly we usa the dictionary
that was put out by Dr. Saxton. Be is not a Papago, so every time I teach
it I have to translate it, using the Pima sounds. Now we have our next'pro-
grams, and We bring not only the Indian but Mexican Culture and different
other cultures to introduce to the children, and they hope next year to have
even more activities like golf, tennis and other things that, they wouldn't
have normally on the reservation. I think this is about all.

Mr. Wesley Bonito:

Thank you panel. I'd like to say a few words since they all know that
I'm the most long-winded one up here. 'Oh, I've got a cammerciarto come up
.with. There is an Apache mobile van outside the hall in the visiting parking



lot on the left side, and this is funded under Title IV and it's a very good
program. This has been going out to all the communities on the, Fort Apache
Reservation and they've been taking TV with sound in homes and also in class-
rooms and also the tribal government and the BIA, the total operation of the
Fort Apache Reservation. If you're interested, it would' be nice for you to
take'a look at the Apache mobile van that's located out 'in the perking lot
on my left side, up this way, towards where the sun comes up.

Since we're hare talking about learning resources for Indian education,
I still have a kind of doubt in my mind as to what we're educating these
Indian children fdr. We have turned out a'lot of good products and we have
also turned out a lot of bad products. Speaking in general, what are we
educating these children for? Have we ever looked back and seen what we
have on the reservation? If the learning process is so good, I think' today
we should have very good, sound and intelligent, hard-working people, but
right now we have a lot of Indian kids on the reservations that run around
with diplomas and certificates and degrees sticking out of their pants
pockets just doing nothing. Where are all the job's? Who's holding these
jobs? What needs to be developed?

I think a lot of these things need to be analyzed and'evaluated by
people that are talking about education. What are the universities doing_
about the education? Have they talked to the tribal chairmen, the leaders
on reservations? What do the Indians really want on their reservations?
What type of training should we offer our youngsters? Education to me is a
learning process and it's a continued process from birth until death. That's
education. But it's not only in classrooms th6t we educate these children.
I think there's other training that we should offer to these children.

I think we should educate our children to be everything. Educate them
just like a Christmas tree. Put all the ornaments on thetas decorate them
good where they can be seen. It looks real good to have all of this, a
Christmas tree with a lot of limbo. You can tear one off, but still he's
got a lot of limbs on there that he can get along with. But if we educate
them just to look up straight, to be a Ph.D. holder, that thing will fall
over, if it does fall over, he's got nothing to fall back on. So I feel we
need to educate them in everything that we can offer. We should educate'
them where they can be used in anything, off reservation, on reservation, or
anywhere, not only as a Ph.D. holder, but they can do anything.

President Nixon at the White House is not the only important man up
there. Janitors, painters, electricians, carpenters, lawyers, doctors, all
of these make up thet-White House. If that White House was with the President
`alone, it would not.surkve. It needs everything. So if we-educate our
children to do all things, I'm sure we can have very good citizens.

But right now we're not doing our job like we should be doing. I've
been to most all the reservations. I wonder haw many of'theae five huadred
plus Indian children that will be graduating from high school have a future,
have a job, or will have a job on a reservation? We need good jobs for them.
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We need some new leaders, not only as tribal chairmth or tribal council
members, but in all communities, A leader does not belong only in the tribal'
chamber; he belongs to the whole community on the reservation. We need good
teachers, good lawyers, good doctors. A lot of these things I mentioned we
don't have. I think it's about time we get ready and go back to our reserva-
tion and tell our people this is what we heard and this is what we're going
to do. They need help, they need your help. And I hops you will work with
the Bureau school, the public school, the parochial school and all, and above
all of this, involve' the' parents and at all times, think about Johnny.

We think too much about ourselves; this is why the world is not changing.
I think.not for the convenience of myself, but'for the convenience of Johnny,
that I will do the best I can so Johnny can learn, These are some of the
things I like to bring out because at abet of these conferences that we go to
it's good to get together and meet old friends and eake new friends, but we
,have not done our homework.by going back to 'our communities and tell our
people what ve have learned. I think education takes in innovation and
creativity.

. '

If you get all ehe education you can get, you can have a certificate or
you can have a Ph.D. degree, if you can't use it, what did you get it for?
I think if you do get a good education, regardless of what it is,, use it.
I think the young generation should be bleat in with the old. I'm not ex-
cluding the older people, but I like to have both of them use their know-
ledge. Right now were not giving opportunities to our youngsters on the
reservation. A lot of these kids,have been through training, but are back
on the reservation running around. There are, no jobs.

I think we ought to start looking at these leaders. These readers are
kids who went to college. If they've been in business school, work with
them, get them into a proper program. If they've been to law school, bring
them back, use them. Brink them into the tribal system and use them. They
have good heads, they can help,us. And there's a lot of programs on the
reservation that have not been developed. This is what all education does;
it broadens your knowledge. What we learn today is going to be different
tomorrow. And this in what we'd like to offer to Johnny.

And over in the high school level,a lot of the children are not getting
the proper training or proper cnunseliug that they should. Some of our
Indian children are leaving high school, or even though they received their
diploma, probably their teats and the score will show they are on a tenth
grade level. A lot of 'them could not do college work. Most of the schools
that I have visited do have counselors, but I'm sorry to say that there is
300 to 1 in couseling programs. I believe if we're going to do the job
right, we must have enough counselors. Break it down to about15 to 1, 20
to 1. ,There's a lot of funds floating around in the state and federal govern-
meni and within our own reservations. Those funds shoUld be used to help
counsel our Indian students.
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-04 Right now, like I say, there is about 300 to 1 in most of these schools
to help our Indian students. How are they.going to get real good counseling?
Some of these students don't know if they're going to go to college or :Jill
maks it in college or what their plans are for the future.' I think we should
pick them uraround seventh or eighth grade, junior high level, and work with
them through high school. Give the , good counseling. With what little
cdunsoling they received from high school, they go into college, they Flunk
out or drop out. They're not properly prepared.

We need more parental, nvolvement, more support and more counseling in
high-sehool.and in college. We need more Indian counselors that can talk to
these students and have a sort of day by day communication with. them. A lot
of. these colleges do have funds, but they're not really going out, to help
our students. And if some of the people are talking about money, it's not
a real problem in higher education programs., Indian kids will and do get
funds. They're'better off than many how-Indians. BOO, BIA, tribe4ind other
resources can support a child'to go on to college. Right now en average cest
to go to college is about $2,500 in these big universities, but Indian kids '

can get that money.

All these education programs must have a hundred percent involvement of
parents. We should work with parents at all times. We're not involving the
parents. Very few are involved in it. If we get more parentsinvolved, VA
can do a lot in working with our students at all levels.

I think if we're coming from a reservation, we must communicate with
the outside world, with niversities and colleges. A lot of these people
have never been on a reservation. They have a real good interest and have a
kind heart and they want to help, but they don't know what we need on a reser-
vation. Public relations is really good because we ourselves cannot survive
by ourselves. We need help from the oUtside; so what we need to do is talk to
the universities, and have them talk with tribal leaders and have them work
on some of the long-range programs.

Right now there's a concept going aroundmanagement by objectives.
And that's a good concept that can be used in long-range programs. What is'
the master plan for your reservation? Are you going to come up with some
industries to create jobs and training for your:people on that reservation?
What are the housing programs? How's the health program? We are not going
to stand still; we are changing. Population is shifting which causes and
demands changes. So we need to talk with our tribal leaders and educators
at all level° and let them know what our master plan is on Indian reserve-,
tione.

A lot of the federal funding that are gains across the States are not
actually reaching us at a graseroot level. There's a lot of funds going out
in behalf of Indian people, but to be honest with you, they are not really
reaching you. A lot of that fund is going out for adilnistrative cost, but
they should be put out to help Johnny at the reservation or grassroot level,
to meet his need.
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,Six years ago our reservation had less than five pache students in
college: Today we have over 165 in college. And it tOok.a lot of doing.
It took people that are interestedin helping and wanted to see our kids go
to school. It took the state people, the federal people, the local people,
and everybody involved in getting our kids in school. And ten years ago we
were above the national average with absentees and dropouts at all levels.
Today, through efforts of people working together, we have reduced our drop-
out rate to ten percent.

On our reservation we have an on-the-job training program that is totally
funded by the tribe for students that plan to go on to college or to continue
in college programs. Before we accept them into the summer program, we
receive their admission certificate from college or their refunding applim
tion and then try to find them jobs within the tribe, BIA, or public health
or in a'profession they want to go in If they want to go in for secretarial
traini we try to put them side by side with a secretary in one of these
department that I mentioned. We also have a summer Youth program that handles
500 student , age twelve through fifteen; this pregrem is for bOYa'amd 8 rio
both, and th tribe funds this program one hundred percent. Each studen
that goes t ough this,summer program receives $60 to attend the summer p o
gram. S ce we do have a lot of children in this program, we cut our program
down t two weeks per session. And when they are-fiiiihed iticiiiim their-the
money and most of them do sign an agreement with us and the fund goes into a
savi s account end they draw this out when schoollstarts so they can use this
for ooks and clothing vhen'they go to schobl./

We also have a college extension course on our reservation where most of
our teachers and'some of the people that work in an office and some of the
people that want to learn some trade are taking 'a course at the local.leVel.
We have an adult education program and the tribe did receive soma funds

'.through BOA; now we have a building on the ieservation that works with adult
education under NAP--ActiVe Native American Program. ------,

.1 plead with yoU people here. A hope when you go back, talk to your
le dere and see if jobs can be,provided. What it does really is using what
the have learned in classrooms,. in the summer, and also, it.keeps the hands
and minds occupied to keep them out of trouble. Anybody can get into trouble
if you don't have anything to do. But if you keep their mindend hands
occupied, they can do you good. Let's find some future for these yotmgsters.

We need more involvementof Indian people at the grassroot level. And
-Zone of the things we're doing vi : his group up here is we're working very

clobely with he inter-tribal7sc board in the state of Arizona who repro-
eent silk Indian tribes, excludin the Navajos. The Navajos have their own
education, but this inter-tribal council works directly with the thirteen
tribes under the Phoenix area offce.' Also we have the JOM. This includes
the Navajo tribe and we've been working very closely with them, and next year
the Navajo tribe will take on their own JOM program. I think they're going
the right directiort in helping their own children in education. Let's take
some of'these thoughts back to our reservation and disseminate the information.
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Soon, I am working on a program which will involve workshops on school
affairs, .I'm asking at universities, state of Arisons, and also MA to help
fund this program whets we can bring in the graseroot people into'a workshop
and discuss filling out and application, scholarship proitam, jobs, and in-
volving parents in school programa. We nerd to bring this down to the grass-
root level where everyone can understand and learn how to participate and help
out.

You Can ask.the panel questions if you wish. Anybody want to ask a ')

question? Raise your band. Canwevake you up? (Question indistinguishable
on tape.)

Well, we're glad to have had you here with us and we're glad that this
Annual Indian Education Workshop continues and we Would like to see pore
participation of Indian people because this is What's going to get us where
we want. to go. We want to get.a good education for all children. We know
it's going to be you who's going to direct the children end so whateyer-you
have heard, learned here in this oneday session, I hope you take it beck,
and share it with people that are at home. Let's go home and let everybody
know what we've heard today.
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WORKSHOP 15

,LOCALLY PRODUCED MATERIALS FOR INDIAN EDUCATION

PARTICIPANTS* Dolph* Delaware, Nellie BuffalomeatlIebecca Robbins,'
Barbara Robbins, Jute Joe, Joanne Banally* Arizona State
UniVersity

- Summary* Discussion,and illustration of methods used in
'development 9f Native American made educational.materiels.
Utilisation of entire community in production of material*.
Positive effects'onchildren's motivation and leerning.

Ms. Joanne Beno11111

Today we're going to show you materials that can be made by'you, the
teacher or librarian. We all seem to think that materials havi:t0 ocuitt from
Chicago or.vbereVer, but the things we make in our own echOole are Often
more effective

Ms. June Joan

Our proposal was to produce a reader at the ond grade level With:the
children involved in both the writing and thelphotgraphy. We were involved
with writing of legends and producing slide tepie, and'ee ended up with a
whole program, an. Indian 'club and a trod** gait. itt ellistarted with .ehe
idea of producing' a 'reader. It's an idea we copied from another school.and
when we saw it, we thought it might be very useful. We're.* small 'school on

the edge of the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Reservation. About eighty of our
students are from the reservation, and most of them are of Pimp heritage.
There are about eight tribes that are represented, but because most of them
are Pima, we decided to do the reader in Pima and English..

This will he a second grade level reader; it wilDbe done with photo,
gra0s end consist of approximately 55 pages. °The first thing we did was
to buy instamatic cameras and many film cartridges, becuase the children shot
about nine hundred pictures. We're hoping to get fifty good ones. We met°

with the children once a week for'an hour and taught them to use the cameras.
We sent the film to the district to have it developed and printed. Then we

chose the ones,we wanted to use and. enlarged those.ourtelves.
0 ,

This is some of the work thwthe children did. It's not finalised, but
I brought it just so you could see it. We're going to call it "The Land of
the Red Mountain" because of Red Mountain end what it means to the people
out there. Theee are some of the piCtures that they took.We tried to give
,them an assignment each time, like We want pictures of ypil; grandparent's
and,What they'are doing. This is brothers week, parents, petscetc." Any-
thing we thought they were interested in, that we needed to learn about, and
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that we thought they would like to read about. Why did we want to do it?
I guess for the same'reason anyone produces their own materials- because
there aren't any. There's nothing for these children to read about their
own heritage and their own tribe.

We involved fourth, fifth and sixth greders in picture taking.,. The
pioblems we foresaw, such as the camera dieippearing, nevet happened. We
also foresaw a prohlem of older brothers and sisters wanting to use the
cameras to shoot anything they went. If they did, they didn't turn those
pictures in because everything we got baok vas from the assignment!. The
firot problem that happened was that the cameras came back, but the cartridges
didn't. I think they were strait!, of givi4g them back to us because maybe
they didn't do it right. But after we talked, to the children and told them
it didn't matter, that this was just theirpractice time, they turned the
film in and we evaluated it and said, "You 'had too much light," or "You had
too littla light, don't shoot inside without the flash bulb,";and it all
worked out. About the third assignment theokwere turning in very good pic-
tures.

The next thing we did was to blow theidetures up to five:byseven_for--
mat and then I met with smell groups of firetsecond and third graders and
they looked at the pictures and told me what it was. ,`And we took it down
verbatim, so we got exactly what they ea d. We tried to write the words and
it just sounded fake. It sounded like,i Dick and Jane reader when we got
through with it and we knew it wouldn't work. So the children wrote the
words. "This is a picture of Kenny skipping a stone across the river, which
he likes to do." And it's written in English and then in Pile.' "My grand-
mother makes. tortillas to eat," said Patrick. "and they're very good, I
hope we'll eat Pretty soon. My grandMother makes them flat and round end
she throws the dough back and forth, from hand to hand. It tastes good with
butter and cheeseon it." We have several pictures, too, of grandmothers
making pottery. They get the beautiful red clay from Red Mountain. Part of
this was having the grandparents involved, too. They came into the school
and showed the children how they make pottery, and we took pictures of them,
too.

This is how we proceeded. We wrote a proposal and it was funded in the
Mesa School District by the curriculum improvement and development fund. We
were going to print 200 copies, but we've gotten funding from the government
and will print 1,500 copies. We hope to have one in each'of the area libraries
and aid copy for each of the children involved.

The biggest problem we had didn't haie to do with the children at all.
It had to do with translating the words into Pima. The Pima language had
not been in written form until Dr. Saxton of theTniversity of Arizona printed
a Papago-Pima dictionary. Very few of the words in the dictionary are the
words that are used in our local irea. You can't literally translate English
into Pima. It comes out very funny. So we took the first translation dOwn
to.Dr.Saxton and h4 looked at it and said, "You need td,have the older people
who still speak the purelanguage help you." So we got more people involved
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and we talked to grandparents and they saw the pictures and read the English
and they told us what it meant in Pima. Ann Shaw wrote one translation. At
this time we have three translations. We're going to get a fourth and put
,together from the four the best of each word, or the one that is the most
common. Some of these words have never been in print, so however it sounds
is how it will be, I guess.

One thing we're going to do with this project is to put the readers on
cassette tapes so the children can plug in and listen to them and read along.

Ms. Joanne Benallys

We praluced a short film and the stare are Barbara Robbins and Becky
Robbins, so I'll let them tell you about it.

Me. Becl! Robbins:

. .

WQ didn't know what we wonted to do for the conference, but we decided
we'd like to do something in connection with Indio::: education so we decided
to do a Navajo song. it's not for instructional purposes, but for a differ-
ent kind ok learning. Three of the people who helped us are LT! participants.

Films like this could be done at high school or junior high level, kids $

just getting together and having the equipment. They learn everything in
just a matter of time. It took us over an hour just practicing and then to
learn to use the cameras and do a good job. We're pretty happy with the
resultp. (This videotape film involves the two Robbins sisters singing
and dancing a song which encourages Indian education.)

Ms. Nellie Buffalomeat:

I'm not totally reeponeible for this tape we did. I had Joanne Benally
and her brother Jimmy help me with the translation. We have a book here--
this is a real cute story. Everybody in library training loVes this book
and has a copy. We decided to work on this so we just sat down, set up a
tape recorder and went to it, word by word, and translated it After we did
that, I eat down with pen and paper and .I tried writing it down in Navajo
and that was pretty difficult. After we were satisfied with the wording, we
taped it and I'd.like you to listen to it. I don't know if.you understand
the language, but just look at the pictures. The pictures tell the story.
We did this for first, second and third grade levels, and possibly kinder-
garten students would enjoy this book. It's all in Navajo.

A teacher or librarian vhd'is.not Navajo may have difficulty with chil-
dren coming into the library and not being able to understand it. So you
could set a child.up with a book like this and a record or tape and a head
set and just have the child listen and look at the book and he or she will
understand what the story is about. I wanted to try this out with some stu-
dents. There's an Indian school in Peoria so I took it out there and tried
it with three first, second and third grade girls, and I was really satisfied
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with the reactions. One of the little girls was following the book and
turning the page, and it made le quite happy. Now I'd like to play the tape
for you and Oak you the pictures.

Ks, DelOa Dsta,rei

I'd like to preface this' filmstrip by saying that it was developer by
the students at my school. This,film.could also be used with nonIndians
who have a stereotyped concept of Indians. It has many nsei.

*

(The film gives a general history of Indian contributions to American
and tried to dispel prejudicial ideas about Indians. It identifies Indian
problems in coping with a white society, both today and in the past.)

Joanne Benallys

,Last but not least, we have Hr. Buchanan from Instructional Services in
Sacaton, and he's the media specialist for .BIA.

(Mr. Buchanan showed slides demonstrating drawings, books aid card
games that children in local schools have developed.)

.
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WORKSHOP #6

INDIAN EDUCATION PROGRAMS AT THE STATE LEVEL

,40

PARTICIPANTS: Terrance Leonard and Earl Havatones Division of Indian Edu-
cation, Department of Public Instruction

Summarys Goals of .the Division of Indian Education, hoped
for changes in JON, clarification of Title IV funding, drive
fOr increased involvement of Indian communities in the educa-
tion ot.their children.

Mr. Torrence Leonardo

. The Arizona Division of Indian Education in the Department of Education
was established in 1939 and up until October of this past year, we weren't
able to get Indian staff. Non-Indians were always speaking for Indian people.
Our division is responsible for providing administrative services and capital
assistance to the Arizona state public sahool districts Indian tribes and,

?loom
tribal educ ion committees under Title IV and Johnson-LIMAlley,:, Theprogram
in Arizona" s as basic Support. We distribute money on the basis, of \
needs by the d stricts for basic support. The fundings provided isi*or 41
general funding district. We don't have to know how those dollar* are' being
spent. It may be for busses or for football equipment, but it goes for the
general upgrading of the district. The district iust justify ito.need.

, Let's take a look at what our resonsibilitiis are as the Division of
Indian Mutation in the public schools and also out responsibilities.to other
people here in Arizona. We have set up some goals covering a two year period..
We first familiarized ourselves, with the policies and goals of theoJtate of,
Arizona and the education division; secondly, we familiarized, outeelVis with!:
the specialized teacher educational assistance program; third, brewer, to
provide technical assistance program guidance and training workshops to Or
public schools, our school board members, the Indian commuhities, parents
and the students. This type of training will be based onyhat the Johnson
O'Malley program is and what the school board member should know about his
school district, what he should know about budgets, aboUt pending and turren
federal and state legislation. We can provide budget forma, sit down and go
through the programs and know where the money goes. The state of Arizona
has recently fiad a pew state educational finance act that is very complicated.

Our fourth goal is to create and ma ntain an Indian educational resource
center. for' public schools and aissemins e this information, statistical data,
emplOyment opportunities, current activities and general records to public
schoOls and interested parties. ,Pifth, we hope to establishtand maintain
a communications system within the Ariiona state government, between the
Department of Education and congressional and legislative. staffs, the Arizona,
Indian Tribes Association, Arizona universities and colleges and the general

;;)
public concerning, Indian educational opportunities.
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Our sixth goal is to administer the Johneon-O'Malley program to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs. We have legislation that is going to change the
Johnsen-0%11.y program in Arizona. The process of the JOM is a BIA budget
item. 'egose to the area office. The State Department of Education con-
tracts with the BIA for these services and hail a zone representative from
the BIA. We have two government agencies that must work together. Yesterday,
for the first time, the'Statirpeople, the Bureau people and a member of the

- JOH steering copmittee in the BIA area office, sat down and interviewed
candidates. If you're not familiar with the operations of the State anl
Bureau, the selection of personnel is very complicated and secretive.' For
once they opened the door to let us in. There's going to be a great changev
We're making many changes.now in the department and eventually were going
to become more and more involved as we. work the programs through. .

Our seventh goal is lo,develop and iiplement practical programs for
community and parental involvement. Those they selectto speak for Indiens
often do not speak' for the Indians, and often those they think are the leaders
are not the leaders. So Indian involvement has always been,stressed, but
never really emphasized: Parents, Indian school boardvembers and Indian
advisory membere'must know what these programs are and they must speak out
for or against them and let the government know what they think on the basis
of whet it,does to the total Indian education system.

Thteighth goal we have is to offer guidance and counseling to the
Indian parents and students. So often they come to our Office and nobody
tells the student that there is a good program that he could gear his goals
toward.

Our ninth goal is to provide training experience and financial assis-
tance in special education programs and vocational education. The state of
Arizona has recently gone through their new education finance act. It pre.

vides for a very good state aid payment to school districts. The state will
pick up ninety percent of that cost' of the fund to public school districts.
This is for all children.

There are some children here who have no facilities, no place to go.
This is what we call an unorganised territory. They are not in a school
district that comes under the county office. The school districts can't .

provide the facilities, neither can counties or the tribe. There must be
'some place where they can get together and say, "We're all supposed to be
helping the tribe'and we're going to provide state aid through that program
to that town a d we'll provide facilities for them." But there are not
enough parents to stand up against the policies that are now being admini-
stered to these kids. Someone must be on the lookout for these kids, must
be able to see that there is a problem find tell the right people so we can
help.

Finally,' our tenth goal is to provide professional development oppor-
tunities to the staff and for Others who come through the Division of Indian
Eddcation. I am directorrof the Salt River Indian Reservation. Mr. Earl

r.
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Havatone is our education program specialist. He is from the Hualapai Reser-
vation. It is not an easy job. It,is not easy because we going to try
everything we can to solve the problems, We're going to make things happen,
and in doing so we hope to provide better education programs for Indian chil-
dren in this state. While we're here we're going to do everything we can to
provide programs and opportunities. If it doesn't work, then it's going to
be our fault.

So these are ten goals, and of course whatever else the Indian people
wish us to do we'll try to get it done to the best of our ability. I'll be
talking about our goals, the Johnson..0'Malley program in Arizona, the S-1017
bill, the proposed change to Johnsor&O'Malley, Title IV, our responeibilities
to the state in Title IV and general information. finally, we're going to
talk. about the new education finan0ait.

You know that the Johnson-O'Malley program is a federally-funded program
designed to provide education, health, welfare and relief to distressed and
agricultural programs through contracts with statespiterritories, sties uni-
versities, colleges, state or private schools, agencies and instieetes.,
This is a provision of the act,of 1934. This program is administered by the
NIkind a contract with the state. Funds are appropriated. by Congress, allot
cated by the BIA and distributed by the state. Funds are distributed to
school districts according to a state plan r an educational plan subject to
available funds. The state edubational pla determines the ways the funds
are to be distributed to school districts to help,Indian children. These
plans vary from state to state. In Arizona, 60'154 mentioned, we have a
state plan that was developed as it is now in 1968 and amended in 1972 to
include the JOH steering committee, one Indian iemberper tribe in the state
of Arizosa. That makes 19'that are appointed by the Inter-Tribal Council.
The plan was amended to provide a Jqm steering Committee member to be on a
budget review committee. This is a'very important committee. They review
the budgets from the school districts.

The Arizona state plan provides funding to eligible school districts,
for education of Indian children in six categories: In funding, priority is
subject to available funds. (1) Major impact district--a school district
which is located principally on an Indian reservation and has fifty percent
or more of its enrollment composed of Indian reservation children. Funds
approved are based on a total deficit need and must have an average or quali-
fying tax rate. (2) Minor impact distrAct--those school districts which are
eligible districts having local real property taxpayer control. An example
would be Northeih Union County High School. (3) Peripheral dormitory program--
federally-boarded Indian children attending public schools. F4defal pliyments
that are made are means of constructions and parental costs. Every:child in
Arizona evolled in a public school is ligible for state aid. State aid is
proposed for Arizona oh)a baeic'grant, inancial aesistance, equalization
and county aid.

(4) to meet payments.to county appropriation costs and keep the retire-
ment payments--these are for scbool districts to make payments to,classified'
personnel. The state makes payments on certified, personnel, incluling countY.
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appropriations and' teacher retirement ,programs ,(5) The fifth area concerns
two-major schools; Tuba City and Kearns Canyon. These are Bureau schools
0 rated by the BIA and Sre.kleo public schools. (6) Special services - -this
IS supplementary program. In prior years the BIA had approved sufficient
fund to proVide special services to eligible schools upon residents' re-
quest. However in '73 and now in '74, these funds are not available. This
year requeOted ten million dollars. We've been told we can only get four
million dollars. Of this four million dollars we.hava to provide basic sup-
port funding to fifteen major districts. Their total costs run about six
million. Of that four million, three million go to the major districts.
Right now we're at,the'point where we-know that we cannot make enough money
available to all the school districts that applied to us. We'll probably be
providing deficit tunding.

Let me just give you an example here of how the school districts do not
these funds directly.' As I explaided, the Division of Indian Education

de ines the eligible school districts and total state estimated JOM funds
needed. It submits these funds to the Phoenix area office. Thiele reviewed.
by the BIA and other agencies. If the contract is elided, we send our copy'
,backto the Bureau; they send their approved' contract to the central office.
They have to approve, certify and send it to the Washington Office which
approves and certifies and sends it to the federal reserve bank.. They noti-
fy the reserve bank in Sad Francisco and finally the commercial bank here in
Phoenix is notified that the funds are available and are to be deposited.
Then they send a notice to the state finance division who records it in their ,

ledgers, endorsee` the check, and notifies the county school district that
the money has been deposited. If we loseone signature, the whole process
stops.

We make three payments. The first is based on the district's estimated
need. The'second payment is needed about this time of year after the first
six month average daily' attendance comes in, and that determines-how much
state aid they will get. In Arizona it's the first time they've officially
recognized an Indian committee for Johnson-O'Malley, but we feel that it
should go beyond that. Tribes should speak for all the Indian education
programs. They have some goals: I'll just read you five of them: (1) To
proVide leadership' and motivation to Arizona Indian tribes in the departtents
of education, BIA, Indian parents and students and the Arizona public schools
in all areas of Indian education. (2) To create,. and maintain efficient and
responsible guidance to all. '(3) To offer advice, and-consultationtoall
concerned with the educational needs of Indian children and"thereby to pro-
vide the finest education possible. (4) To create and provide educational
opportunities for Indians in the schools and in the 400munitiee. (5) To
provide for educational self-determination of Indians in. Arizona.

These five goals we feel confident will help the committee do mope.
Basically this is. what JOM is' in'Arizona. The guidelines aren't specific.
Itprovides what the districtaed-the-department -canAnd must do with Johnson-
O'Malley. Until the legislation changes, we're going 'to be stuck with this
program providing basic funds. It's not like Title'IV where you provide
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supplementary and special programs. It is funds that are provided on'the
school 'districts for general costs. We hope to he very instrumental in
helping theso changes cote about. 'We like to see tribes take initiative..
We know, that the Navajo tribe will be contracting JOH fluids next year. We
know other tribes are considering this type of action, too I personally
want to encourage it, but I would also tell them to be very cautious to make
,sure that the schools they're contracting for fall under the guidelines. We
kWh that if some of the public schOols change to private schools,*then some
funds are going to be leaving that district.

In the JOH and the state plan we have three .hinge that provide funding.
We have first of all the expenditure of the district. Then we.count in the
revenue it gets on local taxes, revenue it gets from state aid, and the rev-
enue it gets from P1, 874. The theory is that when you bring these together
and there's a gap, the Johnson-O'Malley is supposed to'fill this gtp. But
if we don't save the-funds, vs can't do that.

Mow euestians'alwayh come up when I'm talking abow, Indians in Arizona.'
What is the state's responsibility? The state must provide state aid for
the tribes, blacks, Chicano or whatever. A report in 1959 says, "Investi-
gating the status of the Indian in the state of Arizona has brought to 'tight
many interesting factors as to the responsibility for Indian education id -the
state of Arizona. The FourteenthAmendment to the4onstitution of the'United
States states that the Indian is a citizen of the United States." Also the
state laws and enabling act whereby Arizopa gained statehood bears out that
the Indian is a,citizen of the state of Arizona-and is entitled to all the
privileges as, any other citizen. ,

In a court case it was held the Indians residing upon reservations are
citizens of the state of,Ariziona. It is noted in this session that a school
district 4' obligated to educate all Children residing in the district, that
such public schools must admit all children. This is the state's responsi-
bility to all Indian children whether they reside On or off the reservation.
This responhibility,le fdrther born out by,a reboot petition against the
state'of Arizona concerning welfare payments to Indiaas residing within a
reservation. Because of the inability'of the state to support reservation
schools, the federal government is now assuming the moral obligation to
assist in financing the education of Indian children.

So the Inditn is entitled to all these services. my advice would be
keep our eyes open,. our ears open,, and get what's entitled to us. We've been
talking about. what JOH is in a nutshell. It's a little more complicated than
this. JOH in Arizona has beei for basic support rather than supplemental,
the Indian child in Arizona is entitled-to receive state aid, JOH is not the
tothl funding that runs the school, and it is a supplement that goes to the
school district. A school just by educating Indian Children is not automati-
cally entitled to get'JON funding. They must apply and they must show a need.
As I pointed out earlier; maybe the need.,has,been a little lax. And I hope
by the time that we make interviews on these programs that the justifications
mist be more than just sound and reasonable. They-nust be concrete.
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8st on:

Why haven't the schools in Maricopa County received ouch funding?
don't see them much on this list. .;

1,)

Mr. Terrance Leonard:

Well, one of the reasons is that first of all they probably didn't apply.
This list shows who applied for the fundings. Also if they did apply and
didn't get funds,,it was bete:use there wasn't enough funds to go around. The
first funding, as I said earlier, goes to schools of major impact. The
schools that you are considering are probably minor impact. We have one
school that does qualify as a major, but they do not have'a qualifying tax
rate. This is what is needed for the district to pay for the education of
these children. The district we had in mind has a tax rate of about eighteen
cents. They did not want of bring up their taxes to educate Indian children.
We've seen this happen to boarding and dormitory schools. They say the'Ped-
eral Government is responsible for it. So as I pointed out, there are three
fundings available to the district: state aid, local taxes or local levy,
and Public Law 874 and to fill the gap, Johnson-O'Malley. So probably this
is the reason, though I don't know.

This morning they had a session on Title IV and I think I'll just cover
a few points here. The Division of Indian Education is responsible. for Title
IV. We have three areas of responsibility. lira of all "Ws are to verify
and certify the American Indian student enrollment in Arizona public schools.
This year we have about 145 school districts that are entitled to Title IV
funding. We do not know at this time if all of them applied, nor do we know
if the projects that were sent in are approved.

The second area of responsibility is to provide technical assistance to
educational agencies, Indian tribes, Indian organizations, and parent advisory
committees under Title IV with the general and *pacific information concerning ,

the application and proposals for projects. Records4of existing or active
Title IV projects in the state are also provided. We assist in piojett.evalw.
ation. Jle follow up the proposals and validate their achievements and acco*-

--pliehments. We make a needs assessment from our division on homes and schools
that are servins'Indian children to find out what the problems are 'what
their needs are in areas of counseling,,in curriculum,development, in bit:131181
and bicultural education, teacher aides, and vocational training. At this
,point, we certify enrollment. Reviews are accomplished in October.. We pro-
vide the Office of Education with the number of Indian students in the dis-
trict. We certified thirty-eight Indian students in one district, but by
the time they read through the guidelines, they identified more than 250
Indian students. We need to cover the qualifications of who is an Indian,
or suddenly there are Indians all over the place.

Our third responsibility is to compile all these projects that have been
ordered, put them all in one neat package and take them before the State
Board of Education. This title funding is outside of the regular district
funding. It roquiroo the APPxylonl nftho Stoto nods:A of Vdtwation, Wo (+rick
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ell projects before the'State Board of Rdacation gives their approval for
these districts, to,receive funding. From there, the checks go to the disf
tricte and not to the State Deparmtent.- We have no administrative control
over this. It's all in the district, and all in the parent advisory committee.
Thera lira lot of disagreement over how much authority the parent advisory
committee has. According to the office, in Washington, the parent advisory
committees have absolute sign -off authority on these funds. The disputes
often come in the hiring of personnel. The states say, "Okay, this is federal
funding, it goes through our finance system and it becomes state money so we
determine how it's going to,be spent." That's not so. As I pointed out,
the funds go rectly to the district. They Ore federal funds, they do be-

llcome.state, b still they are funds provided for that program and the parent
advisory commi tees have absolute sign-off authority.

Title IV has really done Something in Arizona. It has avakenei a lot
of school 44stricts. For once the Indian people are getting inside the
school districts and voicing their opinions. You've got to create enough
interest in the parents, to get out feom in front of the TV and get over to
the school and listen to the programs. That you've accomplished. And now
you've-got to work togfthar to keep that program alive.

I'd like to go back to the changes in Johnson-O'Malley. One of the
changes that is being proposed is called the Proposed Rules. It was pub-
lished in the Federal Register, January 10 of this year. It would include
an elected advisory committee which determine what Johnson-O'Malley can
be spent for, either beak support or supplementary programs. It provides
an Indian advisory school board and a board elected by the parents within a
school district. They'meet with the elected school district board to assist
in the planning and spending of funds received by the district for the edu-
cation of Indian children.

Another prOpoeal was published January. 14 of this year. It authorizes
Payment for. education programs in two categories: (1) Basic support of school
programs authorized by the educational plan,if a school district's financial
need is proven. (2) Payment for costs of providing special progiams to meet
the special needs of Indian students as determined by the Indian advisory
school board,

I had quite a time trying to distinguish this Indian advisory board..
You have a legally elected school board. Sometimes these are all Indian
people and sometimes you have a school board vitt( five non-Indians and V1010.,

Indiana. We've identified sixty-seven elected Indian'school board members
in the state. The program is also responsible for the funds that go into.
that district and can be spread out in one of two categories. Now.the.dis-
pute will come between the elected advisory board and the elected school dis-
trict board. I have great confidence in our Indian people and our Indian
parents. But when you have two elected bodies fighting over one issue, they'll
hassle over what JOH funds are going to be spent for. The elected, board has
the authority' the autonomy, and even with that advisory board against it,
the elected school people do not have to follow their advice. These are
questions which the commissioner of Indian affairs did not consider before
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he published these rules. If he did have these in mind, he certainly didn't
bring them to anyone's attention.

Johrson-O'Halley,is a very political issue. It's used by the districts,
by the Indians, and by the people in Washington. Whatever changes come about,
we in the State Department have to change our state plans to get the funds to
the tribes. 8-1017 was designed to replace Johnson-0')Ulley. It was intro-
duced by Senator4ackson and io called the Education RefOrm Act, providing
Indian participation in education. If is the intent of this analysis to comr
pars the benefits received from the existing JOM plan and the proposed S-1017
plan. Some schools that have never received JOH funds will now be entitled.
We had four million dollars for those schools we call major impact. There are
a lot of schools 'now that are operating at a deficit that would not get any
funds.

4
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WORKSHOP 07

TRAINING PROaRANS FOR LIBRARY MEDIA SPECIALISTS

PARTICIPANTS: Dr. Norman C..Higiins and Helene LittleoltisoneState'Uni-
Neraitp; totem: Smith, Univereity of New Mexico; Donald
Dickinson, University of Arizona

Summary; Discussion of new library prOgrans. Objective to
create more libraries in Indian cosionitieti, improve sAisting.
libraries, bettet serve the neede:of/the people and to train
and staff such libraries With trainadIndians.:

Ms. Lotiee teith:

My program is a para-professional program, meaning a one- to.tvo-year
program. I believe, first, in designing programs to fit needs. I've seen
too many fancy programs designed from the point of view.of the institution
and not really *toed at satisfying a need out in the field.

Secondly, as Billy Mills mentioned before, I thiikyou need to fit the
institution to the need, to the person, to the situation. That'e another
thing that I've tried to do with this program. Her do you go about fitting
an institutioLto a need or designing a program to fit a need? The first
thing-you heye,tO dO, of Conroe, is find what the need is. So I looked at
New,Notico and I elid,hat is this state like *terns of general state
library development? I found that the population of New Mexico is, about one
*IMO* people. That's very small.. ne-third of that POPOletion is in .

olAlbuqueue.' One-third of that population is rural. New Mexico is the fifth
largest state in size, its the thirty-seventh in population. Its population
is very *Parse.

`There are thirty -four public libraries by count. But there's only really
about three public libraries in that-etate--Albuquerque, Las Cruces and maybe
one or two:other places. Thera are terribly -small places that** listed as
publ t libraries. Still, all thirty four have the potential of serving only
hal of the population., Even if they served that potential,,and belie*e me,
t 's stretching it, that still leaves half the people in New Mexico vithoUt
say kind o library service. :We have four book mobiles in the stet. of'tiva
Mexico; octet them serves ninety thousand people in a foUrteen:thousand
square mile 4.04. You can imagine about bow many people you get to. Some of
the roads are terribly poor.

Anotheriateresting,point about New Neicico,'and I's sure it's very true
here in Arisonatoo, is the multi-cultural aspect of the state. Of the one
million fifteen thousan4 people in the 1970:census, 40 percent are.Sponish,.
7.16 percent are Indian, and 2 percent are black. Now the 1.16 percent Indian
population represents the highest'indianociunt per population in any WO.
'Oklahoma has more Indians, but it also has a more dense population. So in
roof



of that, New Mexico is number one in Indian population. I think Oklahoma
and New Mexico and Arizona are always fighting over who's got the most Indians.

In education, thereare only five state institutions of higher educa-
tion. A survey by the state library revealed that 27.6 percent-ofthi state's
population had an eighth grade education or less. That's a very high percen-
tage. Thirty percent of the state's population were high school gvaduates,
only 12.7 percent are college graduates, and those are centered around edUca-
tional communities in Albuquerque and Santa Fe. There are no graduate library
schools in New Mexico.

There are eleven BIA day schools in the pueblos. Only one of the TAleven
had a special library. There wero eleven schoole,with total Indian population
with no library services to speak of. The one that had the library had 400
students.

Sothere's virtually no library service in those schools and you might
ask why. One reason is the very small size of the schools.. One has thirty-
six students and two teachers., The areas are mostly isolated.. There's no
houping in the areas fot an outside librarian. The biggest sin of all is
the.lack.of commitment on the part of principals. It's not totally their
fault. it's the whole BIA attitude toward libraries, but they are beginning
to see a need for. libraries. The new schools that are being built are being
library oriented, but that doesn't help the little day school. .So I took a
look at all the things and I made an assumption that number one, they need
library'reeearch. Some schools had the facility, they had material, but it
was unorganizedt uncoordinated, and,not having any money appropriated fot
librarians, they couldn't really do much about it.

My second assumption is that aptindian school needs an Indian librarian.
I'm very adamant on that. And since there are only about two dozen Indian
libraries in the 'United States, it's not very likely that they're going to
hire Indian librarians. Don, you and Nora are going, to triple the number of
Indian librarians here within the year. That's quite an accomplishment.

My thoughts were that we should train somebody as quickly as possible to
function in a library. You're not going to do it with a four year program in

e. New oxico, because none of the universities and none of the colleges have
anytfing to offer in a libtary program except standard certification whiCh
take four years. So I thought let's do something on the special level, pick
up s people that have a year of college and tty to get theuLan AA degree
with ibrary training. That's where we started. Our position was that an
aide with the training was a hundred percent better than nothing. I solicited
help from the BIA in recruiting:an aide whowas already working in the school.

Now librarians tend to get into it over pare-professional versus profes-,
atonal. I find that librarians are terribly defensive when you talk about
training para-professional librarians. They're a,little threatened, I think,
but my theory is if you have good trained pare-professionals, they really
support the professionalism and Makothem able to function much better as a t-
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profesOlocal. So I's not worrying about what librarians think, because they're
not interested in cooing out where we are anyway.

What does a paraprofeasional do? Well, the terminology in the litera-
ture says they do technical kinds of work. Thai's what they would like us to
dq. Oer situation in those schools dictates that, they (the librarians) are
everything. The need is for a specialist librarian and so that's what they're
doing. They're being trained carefully on their visual skills, they've pro-
duced some beautiful video tapes. They're doing OM slide tapes on pottery
to place in the schools, and they're doing some great thing', plus organising,
setting up, implementing libraries where there were 0004. Their training
consists of twelve hours of formal course work, stxhoure practical, and this
summer we have an open workshop for problems. We can do anything we want.
It's an official course number, but waste going to take all the things they
feel they went to learn and cram it into the summer.

I'd like to show you what we're talking about and sake it as brief as
possible. I'll show you some of the different slides. Now this library bad
a lot of materials in it, but if I could be very frank with yoi end hope the
tales don't get back to ;ow Mexico, this place was full of terribly expeneAve
stuff - -lots and lots of money. The books there looked like a lot, but they
had not really been *voluted. They had been bought with no selection. 00

lot of them were ivrolevant, not useful, and thousands of dollars worth of
audio - visual material was sitting around unused beeves* eobody selected with
a purpose. They just thought it would be fine to have some expensive-looking
gadgets laying around. ,

This is a building that Ova just finished this year because the other
building burned down. show you this odd shot. There it is,. textbooks
in it, that's all it has. Piles and piles of textbooks some good people have
donated. T.Achers wouldn't let us throw than out. Well, my dear little
instructor who has been the librarian at the Institut* of Art in Santa Fe,
saye *helms filled the city dump with materials that were totally nonuseful.
She tries to throw them away and the janitor retrieves theepthe teachers
retrieve then and say "Oh, look what I found in the trash." So she's gotten
where she gets her little cart out and hauls them off to Payton.

This is the outside of San Luis school. The principal is most supportive,
and he.moved his office to give than room.

This is a small school with thirty -six students. We love this gal.
Ste's our eixtp-year-old participant and she's a fireball, let me tell you.
She really is an interesting person. See the shelf in the background? This
library was very unorgoised, very drab. Well Mel., our eixtY-Year-old par-
ticipant didn't like that at all, so here's what she did. The institute
director bought the paint to her speelficatione, orange and smell, and to-
gether they paintedthe shelves and that's what they came up with. Now it's
a very lively place.

This is Santa Clara Library. We had a nice little library building when
we started this year. We've talked about being flexible this morning and



that's another thing that we sure had to be in this project. We had a nice
building, perfectly good building for a library. And what did they do? One
day they gave me a call and the participant said to me, "You know what they're

*Aoing? They're bulldozing down tbe library this morning." And theywere.
And why, ,I don't know, So they. could build something elle there I guess.
And they put us in a broom:eloset with praeisos'of better things to come.

Tbit,it Taos and thiswhole building is a library,. W have not gotten
along too well there and I'll tell you.why. There was a moon functioning
as a librarian; she's not a trained librarian.: We began to-train somebody
else and the girl was very goad. Well, the other person hecame'verY defensive
And very .negative and it haeWt worked too well. This is.the inside of the
Taos librarY,.very'dark, not attretive at all. .The.girl'herele quite good
with audio-visual atd she did the p -ster in the background and *he's got
that place bright and lively.

This is. Hale, our-sixty-year-old participant. She's doing a slide tape
on dances and this is one of,,he pictures. As you know, we have to:be very
careful sometimes shout what we do in reference to the cultural things. One
of the instructors wanted her to do a slide tape on pottery to keel, in the
library. And the, girl didn't tell the instructor all she knew, that it -wee
against_ their rules to take pictures at them making pots. So I got a letter
from the governor one day saying you cannon do this.

Nov another thing we're doing is trying todevelop materials that relate
to the children. In teaching the alphabetveey're using Indit,u ibises.
They're redoing all their curriculum. They're teaching with Wien! in Mind.
This is a health Postor.'., She foroxed it and lift it White end Sent',4 bunch
of them over to 'the health clinic. So while the little kide'wait t&SOO the
doctor or nurse, she has some healtkposters there for then; to color.`. Are
there.any questions?

Dr. Norman C. Siaaine

wep., the same thing that Loteee was saying about Indian schools in New
Mexico applies to the Indian school's and communitiesin Arisona.i They're
isolated. There are very few professionally trained librarians in those
schools at all. Often times thOlibrarians that are in the schools are not
Indian. I don't believe it takes an Indian to teach an Indian, because I
don't think it only takes a white to teach a white. I think that Indian
teachers can teach white children and have Indian librarians po serve white
children. But one thing we have to realise is that many of the communities
where Indians live on reservations are not communities that are very inducive
to having outsiders come in and actually becots part of the community. It's
very difficult for,an outalder to come in and become a part of an Indian
community, because they ere Indian, they remain Indian. 'White teachers Vho
teach in Indian communitiesremain eostrange person in a strange land as long
as they're there. At least in the conmunties I've visited, the teachers

(-
don't live in the communities where the children come from. They live in ..\...,

aparteent'complexis off 'to the side. And the few teachers that I've taike



with in the schools seem to be very transient. The teachers serving there
seem to go there for a short period of time. They all have sort of a mis-
sionary seal or a peace corp attitude to go out and live in.that isolation
for a short period of time, but not for more than a year or two. You don't
find very. many good teachers who stay for long periods of time. 'Principals
tell ma that their turnover rate is extremely high.

Now in tflinking about what the university might do to improve education
for Indian children is'to invest a small amount of money and a concentrated
effort into the training of IndianIibrariane. Our tact would be to find
librarians who come from Indian communities and who could go back to' those
Indian communities and would live among the people and,provide stability toi
the faculty. They would represent the ilommynity and talk to the children in
the. native language. A librarian is often the sole selector of Materials
for a school and has final aay_on_wfiat materials will be selected.' Itehe
were respected by the teachers and principals as having professional skills,
.she could make some important decisions concerning selection of materials
and the production of materials for training Indian children.

The librarian his the potential of reaching every single child'in the
school. While the classroom teacher may reach twenty or thirty children and
ts-gohe next year, the librarian can touch every child in the school, and can
reach them once or twice a week. She could probably help them in the most
basic skills by helping. them learn to. read, motivating interest in books, and
filling leisure time. We can open upithe world of literature to bring cul-
tural values to them.

Our program is a. four-year ,gram. We're now in our third year and
we've had students bete forsthre- years. We've only had one student for
three years. In our first year we had eight students, and of those eight
only one student remains. There are'a numberiof reasons why we failed.' We
had very short notice and.not much time to select our participants. We had
to select our students about two months befoie'school started and most stu-
dents had committed themselves by that time. So we had a very poor selection
procedure our firet.year. The second year we had longer to recruit. We
recruited people who were already working in libraries and we found people
who were committed to,children. We found out that a person who comes into
our program must like and love children. We were much more successful in
our second year and we'll actually be graduating some of our students ahead
of time. /!to not going to say anything about the academic program, I'm
going to let Helene Little describe that foi you and tell yoU,what happens
to a student when he comes to ASU to be a participant in our institute.

Ms. Helen Little:

Numbei one, he fails,aeveral courses.

Dr. Norman C. Higgins:

You can count on Helene, she tells it like it is.
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Met Helene Little
)

/tee actually quite difficult because I've gone through programa of
training myself. ,The participants who come into the library training program
have to complete at least 15 semester hours for each semester and have a
grade point average of 2.5 or better. Some of the academic studies included .

are general studies, such as English, mathematies, the fins arts, and social
science; and this is where a let'of the people have a.hard time and get stuck
and decide they might be in the wrong Progrem. It really is a hard area,
getting over yourseneral studiee. Then after that is completed, 57 hours of
general studies, a participant is moved'into elementary or secondary programs
or he might be accepted in college education beforefthey come into our pro-
gram. Here again, a student has to make a -speciel education requiremecit to
prepare him to teach at all levels, and also in secondary education he has a
major field like art or 'language or bualmess or speech or vh4tever area he
goes into. We have a specialization area which our participants choose to
go into the media program. This program requires 24 hours of course work.
This includee the internship. In secondary and elementary education this
includes classroom teaching.

Ia addition to our participants meeting the academic requirements of
the College of Education and the library.science program, we have a student
service project. When you are involved in volunteer work you really become
involved.

Dr. Norman C. Hiezinag

As Helene says, it's really pretty tough for most of our students to
carry fifteen hours. They have to meet the same requirements as other atu-
dents.

Dr. Donald Dickinson:

I enjoyed heating about the other two programs very much. I thing both
programs are going to be total contributions to Indian communities and I
think ours will, tow. Our program at the University of Arizona is a graduate
library institute. The basic purpose of the program is to train Indians to
be expert in information handling. The graduates of our program Will not
necessarily be going into school libraries. They may be going into cultural
centers or public libraries or a junior college or even a universityslibrary.
The degree they will be getting at the end of the programImill beta Mauer of
Library.Science degree which is the basicl.general professional degree for
people who would do library work nationally.

Incorporated in the teaching curriculum are the ideas that the materials
ought to be geared to the community itself, that there ought to be a variety
ofmaterial introduced, not just books, but films, records, all kinds of
materials that have the information that ought to be described. The service
point is emphasized very strongly, that pereonnel are not there simply
letting for people to come into the.library, but that the libraty could teach
out into th0, community, whatever it is, and halos a very broad service Iase.



I clon!t like to think of the people who call themselves librarians as waiting
to.serve. I think there's a lot more to library work than waiting to serve.
If-you're going to call yourself's librarian or an information expert of any
kind, you'd better go out and find out what people need and. try to deliver'
it where they are, not just wait.

Our program was funded on July 1 and classes started at the university
on August 23. We had eight students in our program at,the beginning for fall
semester and they've steyed with us, and I tip my hat to.t4oee students for
surviving a gobd.deal. -Five new students entered the program in January.
We expect the ten or eleven students will belinishieg their U.SH degree during
the summer months and two or three will be finishing in December. The program
has been a combination traditional library school; courses such as catalogs,
records and selection and some new courses that we've introduced lorthe
Wien students. I think this combination has-worked out pretty welL by and
large. The objective is that improved information handling,: can be provided
to Indian communities, and I think we've started to reach our goal.

Dr. Dickinson's Assistant:

Library service as a function of education is a treaty right of the
American Indian. We found some statistics: out of the national population
of 800,000 American Indiana, we can only identify fourteen Indian librarians
with an MLS. With one hundred fifteen thousand Americans in Arizona, One of
the four states that has a large Indian population, and we have only one
Indian librarian with an HLS; and that is Margaret Wood and she's a Navajo..
Seminole Indian librarian at the Navajo Community College. That's pot to
Say that there aren't other Indian librarians, but these are the otfea with
an MO.

I think we need more librarians who are sensitive to the needs, values,
and objectives of the Indian community. In our course study first semester
we took the three basic courses which are book selection; cataloging and
classification of records. Indian librarians should bebable to adapt tradi-
tional library systems, such as organizing, classifying.and delivering material
tc the needs of the Indian community. There should be library cultural
centers with materials in all formate, which includes. audio-visual materials,
books, periodicals, newspapers, all the Indian collections, tapes of oral
traditions, artifacts, original documents, photographspicturea, paintings,
tribal letters, records, music and live demonstrations of-present day arts
and crafts. Story telling i important. The Navajo tribe has developed
quite & few of their own native language materials. Local research meter
tale, local resource files, Practical information on things like service
agnecies should be available to the community: They should be able to go
to the- library for help and information regarding legal aid, food stamps,
etc: A lot of times the Indian population doesn't know about this informa-
tion.

Indian librarians, I think, should be able to evaluate materials by and
.:host and for Indians. This semester we,also took five hours in library

6
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service to Indian communities, which covered information retrievals, special
libraries, and we also took a lot of field trips. This semester some of the
students are doing their field work on the Papago Indian Reservation.

RadDicDriDotaasmis

That conclude:: our presentation. Before you'leave'I'd like to intro-
duce to you'the'one man who's probably pumped more funds into Indian libraryj
services in the last three years than the BIA or any other federal agencies
have in the pest 200 years. I never know whether to refer to him as the god-
father or the great white father or what. -Mr. Prank Stevens, who is from the
Bureau ofILibraries and LearninvResources in the U. S. Office of Education.

Mr. Frank Stevens:'

All I want to sax is I feel very uncomfortable being an Eastern esta-
blishment librarian, being in Washington. I feel uncomfortable sometimes
being in a upsition of auttibrity and policy making. But all I can say,is
while we are uncomfortable, we do try to learn about what the needs are from
representatives in Washington who are'from your ethnic groups. -I have some
good friends and neighbors at the BIA. Therd is an Indian'education unit at
the Office of Education and there are other-American Indians at the Office
of Education. >I try to learn from them so when'I deal with people like
hr. Higgins and Dr. Dickinson, I do the best job I can in distributing the
money from my office as wisely as I can. And I'm sure it's doing ,a good
job,here in the Southwest. I've seen it first hind and I'm very glad to be
here and be a part of this successful conference.
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WORKSHOP #8

LITERATURE THAT TRANSCENDS CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

PARTICIPANTS: Mrs. Grace Dunkley, Velma Spencer, Lydia Whitey, Irene Lancer,
Jimmy Banally: Arizona State University

Summary: Goal of the Navajo pm:0 is to.have more voice in
the development of curriculum in their own communities., Inter-
est is in values based on nature and human understanding rather
than control, competition and materialism. Review of children's
literature,, suitable for all young readers regardless.of cul-v .

tural background.

Hs. Velma Spencer:

As participants in the library training program at ASU, we feel a need
to share,ideas on literature, and what we (feel is relevant to our children's
learning. We selected the gooks we're going to review today. Three of the
participants will be reviewing adolescent literature, and two of us will be
reviewing children's literature.

p In order for-4 child to receive his reading certificate in Arizona, it
is Yrequired that he read twenty-five books, and of the twenty-flve, five must
be written by or about Indians. I guess we can get started first with our
guest spiiker, Mr..Raymond'Lancer, who was a coordinator of Navajo School
Board training in Window Rock, Arizona. Mr..Lancer will be talking about ,

the views that school board members on the Navajo Reservation have regarding
the books and materials that they use with Indian children in their boarding
schools.

Mr. Raymond Lancer:

I think the main thing I need to bring up now is that Navajo people on
the reservation do not really have a say in the type of literature or the
type of discipline that is used in the school. One of'the main things that
we're striving for right nowris to give a certain responsibility to the com-
munity so that they are represented. Hopefully, we will be able to have a
say in the tYPz of curriculum, the type of books and literature so that the

'child can be able to develop his mind and become a member and a leader of
the community. I will give you the point'of view that the local school
board member has.

The Navajo people feel that when a child first comes into the world,
the child is exposed to a human value and the child begins to learn every-
thing about who his parents are, who his grandparents are, etc. He'begins
to know the value of human life, in life as it actually exists, and that
existed in the sarroundings of his ancestors. When the child attends public

ok% or bureau school, he sees the world differently. The teaching, the liters-
'40"( time. the pi/mortal. arc oriented towards a materialiotit life. Suerene is
C/
4:)
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stresSed and.he's got ilaclimb that ladder. On top of that ladder'are dollar
signs. Material.' You it to -be an engineer? You'll make. money. Want to
be an'educator? You'll make money. Whatever profession that the child picks,
it's nothing but material value.

The concept the individual child receives from the time that he comes
into this wos4d up to the time that he goes to school begins to change. The
Navajo/ people see this, and this is one of the major reasons why, they refuse
to send their children to school. And, they've been successful up to this
point. We always Say educatidn was the best thing co ever happen. But what. ,
do we really mean when we say education? Does education mean that we can be
able to comprehend the book that we read? Does education mean that we can be
able to communicate and live in a better society?' A society that's oriented
to a predominant society? This is what frightens them, this ie what turns
them off.

If we talk in terms of the value of education, the Navajo medicine man
does have a certain amount of education in his own way, based on human value.
Right now we sae a lot of children who have become adults, graduate frOm high
.school and go on to colldge. 'They begin to feel the pressure of competing
with other'minority groUps and other nationalities.

The,only way'we,can be able to Change these things is for the young
Navajo people to have an Indian education. Thechallenge one another in
a conference or in a school board meeting or in a community meeting. They
begin to.speak too far above the rest of the community,Wand thierest of the
community to shut them of(. They don't,want to listen to them. This
is one of the main reasons why the,Bureau has not been successful in areas
of education. The state:ie repeating the pattern. School board training
his been conducted on the Navajo Reservation since 1969, but it isn't what
the people want. Bilingual education is the answer to the human value.
We're beginning to explore more in our own language, to develop materials
and make them available to the kids.

So thesg,are the important things, to be able to distinguish between
whet a human value eystem'ie and what the material value syetem is. When
you are able to talk to the medicine man or parents and to identify with
your clan, you get positive feedback. But if you are impressed with a formal
'education and the job you have, you get no support. They're actually testing
you; they're putting you on a defensive side. They're all observing you.
You notice that they all.begin to smile and sort of laugh,\and pretty soon-
the educator gets frustrated and moves out.

So I think it's very important that we do educate ourselves to think in
terms of the human value. When I first conducted the school board training
program, this is what I ran into. The principal and teachers were well edu-
cated, but couldn't communicate with the community and the studen6. They
wanted me to commit myse f immediately,'but I'weited'because I Wanted to get
the feel of the communit 'fore I spoke. The students didn't behave, they
werenst,learntng, they WrunOing away, and were having all.kinda of prOblema.

.
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I started talking to the people in general. I explained my position, and
I told them right off, "I'm not a scholar, I'm not an educator, I'm not down
here to lecture you. 'I am just like any one of you. I'm searching for know-
ledge. I went to be able to help you, but I need help,./ need your support."

With that type of approach, they began to open up. They began to coon
monicate and all I dill was sit there and summarise all their problems. The
next day I cane up with some answers. I said to one of the educators, "This
is, how we're going to conduct the workshops." He replied, "tea a very good
dreamo- You're going to be spinning your wheels, just like I am." So I said,
"Well, I need to put traction on it, end you're the one who's going to help
me. Help me out." Based on that approach the educators'began to work with
me.

This tactic can be implemented in a classroom. ,I have spoken with
teachers, Navajo teachers, Navajo principals, and they've told me-that, "Well,
I vent through four years of college,' got ay Master's, and what I learned in

:college can't be used here, becausel.t's a completely different thing. I.

have to relearn the whole thing." The Navajos have a tendency to go from
right to 144 in everything. So if, you tell a child to pick up something and
put it in the first place, bell pick it up and put it over in last place.

Another thing that's beginning to develop le innovator programs. One
of the reasons wtiy they reject a textbook is if you use a textbook,and say,
"This is an apple; this is a tree, this is a dog," whatever object it is,
afteryou go through the whole thing, you tell a child to write a sentence
and you'll get back exactly what you transplanted in her mind. They're not
creative. What needs to.be done is to create an interest in them. Use real
objects from the child's environment.

Navajo values are.not taught in public and BIA schools and that is why
parents are beginning to remove their children from such schools.' It is why
the parents do not get involved with the school. The value - system is not
there. So a' lot of schools are beginnteg to develop what they call the "mamas
and the papas program," which involves the elders.) The parents come in and
teach weaving, basket waking, silversmithing, storytelling and what not. The
.child goes to school nine months out of the year and is taking classes, but
during January,,December and February there are a lot of things that can be
told by-the-elders. This is based on culture and heritage. A lot of legends,
a lot of songs, tlot of medicine and art can be explained, but only during
the winter months.

Parente cannotreally go to the school and teach-these type of things.
They're limited. 'They're just being told, "We Want-you to tell a coyote
story,' and we want you to show them eilversmithing or rock weaving." So
pretty soon they just don't have the interest anymorei So the conflict is
the way the school system is setup. In 'the summertime when everything is
restricted, the children get out of schoOl'and go home. Every time they do
something, their parents will say, "Don't do that, don't say that." The
child smote to know why, but the parents cannot'give them an answer, because
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these things are only told in December, January and February. So the whole
system is working against us to begin with. The child goes back to school
and says, "My parents don't care about me. I asked them these questiona dndi
they won't tell me anything." The children are in school during the time that
they were supposed to be told all these things.

Literature and the teaching and learning that's transmitted from genera-
tion to generation has got to be felt physically and mentally before you can
really know what it's all about. It's got value,. it's got all that's. needed
in it. So when we talk about putting everything in books, like the legends,
we can't get specific because in our culture they say that if you'are speci-
fic and put everything on paper, you don't live the next day. So this sort
of hinders us again. The !Thole education system needs to be changed. It
needs to be changed back to where ft concentrated on individual needs.

We can standardize education, but we have to know what we're standar-
dizing. We cando a lot of things in therarea of education, but we all have
to mean the sane thing when we say "education." Does education really mean

. .

believing in material values or does education mean believing in human values?
Until this can be defined, I think we can't be Able to say "I,got education,
and /4" going to help you." When we can use that word and be able to under-
stand it, I think we will be working together a lot more effectively and be
able to accomplish a lot more. I think money is not gbing to be the impor-
tant thing. Being able to live together and being able to use Mother Earth
and respect her--this is-what the Navajo people are saying in the area of
literature, curriculum and textbooks.

Ms. Ve lmajpencer:

I'd like to introduce the panel that will be reviewing the children's
books. First we have Lydia Whitey, who will review two books on adolescent
literature. Nellie Buffalomeat, Jimmy Benally, Irene Lancer and myself,
Velma Spencer, will, review children's literature.,, Before westart, I'd like
Lydia Whitey 6-come up and discuss our displays/Of books and paintings.

Ms. Lydia Whitey:

I'd like to introduce you to some books and materials that we have found
to be very effective with Indian children, as well as non-Indian children.
Mrs. Dunkley was kind enough to loan them to us. These two posters, very
inexpensive to buy, probably only $15 for each one, are framed. You could
have one of these for less than $25. They would be a very inexpensive addi-,
tidn to any Indian center, and this would also be a very good way to start
building your picture file.

Another thing I'd like to call your attention to arethe,filmstrips.
There are many filmstrips available. on American Indiana; legends, history;
and different types of things like that. Some of the books are written about
Indiana by Indians, some of them. are written about Indiana by non-Indians,
and some of them are written by non-Indians about non-Indians, so we really
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have a complete selection and ve invite you to look at them. These were
purchased from The Art Wagon in Scottsdale and era available in the Phoen4
area.

Reviewer: (Book reviews are made by unidentified individuals on the panel.)

The first book I'd like to talk about is."Shadow of :a Bull." It was
written by a Polish author, and it's about Spanish people.. Juan Oliver was
one of Spain's gloat fanous bullfighters, but this book is about his'son. He
was only three years old when Juan Oliver was killed in the bull ring and
people expected him to follow in his father's footsteps. When he was abOt
twelve years old, therexpected,him to start practicing bullfighting. Butes
we all know, weirs:not always what people expect ue.to be. .Migueliknew in
his heart that he just couldn't. be a bullfighter, but he didn't want.te tell
his.people. #o matter how such he tried, he just couldn't get it in his
blood. One day he helped a doctorimend a bullfighter who had been torn up
in the ring, and this young boy discoiered that this is what he wanted to
be. He wanted to prevent'death rather than kill. A boOk like this is good
for -all boys. I would recommend it for boys, grade eixon'up., The struggle
for self-respect and independence that this young Spanish boy .went through
is universal, not just for bullfighting or for Spanish people, but for all
boyd.

Reviewer:

The book I'd like to talk about is "When the Legends Die," and probably
all ofyoU know that there was a movie made based on this book. This is a
story about a young Indian who spend* his boyhood in the,sountains of south-
western Colorado and is raised by his pother and father in the traditional
way. His parents both die and he finds himself alone for two years until
someone takes his away to a boarding school. He doesn't fit in and developi
a friendship with a white man whoiused-to be a rodeo ridd*. He teaches this
boy. bow to bacone a brow: riders'ind this younglelloW becomes a famoui rodeo
rider and rides in Madison Square Carden. During this time of his life he
completely denies his Indian heritage and he finds.himself fighting against
society. He finally has a bed accident in-the rodeo ring and at that time
he decides that what he really needs to do is go back to the mouptains and
Maybe he can find himselt there. He goes back to the place where his parents
raised him and he does find himself, through a period of meditation *ad'
fasting in the traditional way that was taught him I recommepd this'book
because I believe it can be used with adolescent* who searching for thew-
selves. Many Indian children are at that period where th don't know

410 whether they want to go oedway or the other and I don't ow whether this.'
book would help them find the answer, but at least it vocal broaden their
experience so that they could understeed that other Ind have had this
very same problem. This really portrays a man's st e to find a system
of values. I recommend this book'for grades seven through twelve. As
said, it has been made intka movie, so those who ere not goOd readers might
enjoy seeing the movie. You can probably rent the movie for five or six
dollars.
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;Reviewers

The next book to be reviewed is a children's book called "Ovate", which.
is about on Indian boy,in the Grand Canyon. Ovate is home for the'summer
from school-and throughout this whole book he,ahares the experiences that
he's had with his family, his community, and his friends. He telleethries
of his family, of going to the cornfields to get the corn; end pieties ehe
peaches from the4orchardb. He tells how his father teaches his to tatch a
rabbit, about the tourists who come down to the canyon in the summerland how
his father teaches him to terve deer hide. He also talks about his mother,
who is a basket weaver, how she-teaches the other women in the village and
the daughtere of thefenbily to weave baskets and the different songs that
are sung. He tellsse the social activities of the Havasu people. The
Havasu tribe isn't a very large tribe, in fact it's one of the smallest
Indian tribes in thq country. I really enjoyed this book and it would be a
book that you could use with children'starting with the primary. The pic-
tures-ire very sylple to.understand and it's easy for a child to relate to
this story. This could be used with children of all cultures.

Reviewer: /

I have/a book for you called "Tge Laughing Boy." This book is *bout
two Navajoiteenagers who fell in lovi. Laughing Boy has learned the'tradi-
tional e1411s and codesof values that were his birthright. The girl lost
most of/her customs and traditions. The girl suffered from living off, the
reeervetion. She was treated badly,1 and she didn't"have any idea of what
was h Opening on the reservation. She didn't know anything about Laughing.
Boy' religion or traditions. Here's a good book 00 itighly recommend
for the high school level.

viewer:
./c\

The book is "SinglOowthill Moon" by a white author who has done a great
job of writing a book about ''two Navajo couples who lived in a calayoa and who
merienced a tragic journey4to Fort Sumner, Throughout the story the girl.
Bkight.Norning, describes certain events that happened on the journey. The
journey was forced upon them by the goVeremert when the Navajob were told
that thdy were.stealing from other tribes and they were caustmg trouble to
western civilisation. Therefore, they were forced omt'of their homeland .

where they had rich harvest and sheep and cattle and horses. They made the
journey to Fort SmAer where they suffered very 'much under the pin to

where they Vate'parded and there they Were fed food that was unfemil :r to
them., Most of the Navajo people have lost their land through this event. I

recommend the book becauai it's get a universal valu,,a hope for survival.
The book can be used from primery4rades.on.up.-.

.

This is the Jim Thorpe story, America's greatest athlete. This book
was written long ago but it's the only book written about one of our Indian
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athletes. that's good for everybody. It follows Jim Thorpe's life from his
young days to his professional football days. What is significant is that
the world shares in his winning of the decathlon in the.1912 Olympics in
Ahreden. But of course, that was just one of the highlights in his life.
Then many sad events are related. I think this book should always be read
by sll young boys. 'I recommend this to probably lsixth grade on up. ,It's
easy reading. ,

jteviewqrs

The book I'd like to talk about is "Cry, The Beloved Country" by Alan,
Paton.. This.is a book about the black people, in South Africa and I found it
very interesting al} 4 very enlightening abOut the peoplein.that part. of the
world.. The story itself is about a.bleck Episcopalian priest Who has spent'
all his'lifetime'in the Countryside of ,South Africa. His son leaves home

. when he's about twenty years'old and goes to the city of Johanneebnrgi. I
don't know if `you're all familiar With how things are'in.SouXhAfricai but
. it South Africa the people who are black; who are called cOlored,,arecon-
sidered second -class citizens. They don't have the same rights.as evcrione
else. 'I think. thin is one reason why I would haiie this, in my collection,
becauswit leabouea black man who has 0 very deep concern for his son. I
think it's a.concorn that all fathers have for their sons, and this.is some-
thing that everyone shares. It gives many insights into ho0 minorities are
treated in South Africa. It might also give insight to non Indians as to
bow minorities are treated in some parts of-the country and parts of.the
world. I would uSe it also to help broaden a child's views and experiences.
I would also recommend thip book because it9e0ports curriculum.. This would
be a very good bookto.use with'social sciences or political sciences. I
would recommend it for ninth.grade 'through high school.

The next book that:I will review is called "Charlotte's Wei..." It's a
classic which tends to remain very sigeificant with all,children and it's a
story about a large .gray spider named Charlotte who live. in a barn with a
lot,of differentlarm animals. She becomes very close friends with the runt

-pig named Wilbur. Throughout the story, Charlotte shove the true value of
. friendship. She keeps Wilbur from being killed. Charlotte goes to the fair

with Wilbur, and before he leaves to go back home she tells his that her
is almost over, but that she has laid as egg sae and.will.have-children in
the spring. Wilbur feels it:is his responei011ity, esller friend, to take
care of the egg sac and see that Charlotte's,childree hatch in the spring.
It'e a very goed'story because it can ehow children the true value of friend-
ship. I wouldrecommeed,this book'to be used 44- third,grado on.up.k

I have another book called "Co Ask Alice." This is en interesting and
lovely book. The author anonymous. It's about a fifteen year old, middle'
class white girls.'Sbe hZs bad trips from drugs. She wanted to experience'
s thing' from'drugs, but in her feelings he knew it was wrong.- She

anted to break away from drugs. She liniv that her parents were ewers that
Ale had been taking drugs. It's kind of hard to 'describe this bogie. If ,you
don't know anything about drugs and you read it, you'll have a little insight '

O
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about drugs. I read this book,and 'know whet the student feels who they're
using drbge and what kind of situation they're in I highly recommend this
book from junior` high on up.

The lasi book we'll review this aftervocci will be "The Weeping Skies."
This is a book of poetry with photographs that were taken frOn the different
areas of the reservations throughout the country. The poetry is related to
Indian poverty, voilence or personal experiences. The poems are concerned
with rather, simple forms,which were from the differqnt. tribos. This book is
quite universal, and in closing I'would like to read you'a poem from this
book.

In the house of one life, there i wander.
In the house of happiness, there ,I wander.
Beauty before me, with it I wander.
Beauty behind me, with it I wander..
-Beauty below me, with it I wander.
Beauty all around me, with it I wander.
In old age traveling, with it t wander.
On the trail of beauty, I am with it, I wander.
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WORKSHOP fi

ASU STUDENT SERVICES

PARTiCIPANTes Roy Track, Indian Student Affairs Officei Al Flores, Coordi-
nator, Randy Eubank, counselor,. ill DeRsas, Indian Support
Services{ Steve Pensoniau, Ed Krank, Vicki Sorrell, Willy Keeto,
Arizona State University students.

Summary; Services performed, problems confronted, future
goals of the Indian Student.Affairs Office. Progreis made
by Indian studente.since inception of Student Services.

One of these days I'm going to design an auditorium specifically for
Inaian peoOle. Normally all Indians *it in the back. As they sit down in
the back I'm gqing to push a button,, the chairs,will all turn *round and
I'm going to walk to the .back and Vta'going to talk. 4

What we hope tb do is to have a nice, easy - flowing communication be..
tween the people who are participating and those who arccontributing to
this workshop., So before we get started, let me go ahead and give a rundown
on what Wre going to do. We'll listen to students for awhile and let then
tell up h4w they think and feel as individuals., Then in a few minutes we'll
give some of the A.M. staff from Indian Support Services time toIalk *bout
the problems they haVe working with Indian studentsp

Now I want you to nest the oteent panel. They'll introduce themselves,
starting with Willy, pleese give your name, your tribe, and grade in school.

My name is Willy teeto. I'm a Navajo from Window Rock Arizona. I'm
* freshman here.

My name is Vicki Sorrell and I'm Navajo from Utah and I!la a senior.
I'll be graduating in December. .

c y

My name is Ed Krank. Jim a Navajo from Kayenta. I'm a sophomore.

My nasals Steve Pensoneau. rat a law student bere,at the university.
I'm from Oklahoma.

ei
Mr. Reel track:

4 .

withNow
just- go ahead and get the interaction going. I'd like to start

Steve. I want you to go ahead and reiterate the moat elbarraosing or
the

4

most difficult time you ve had at the white man's college.
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Ht. Steve Penponeans

I can't think of any etbartaseing moments in law school, I did ateend
a school in Oklahoma a long time ago and I can recall one embarrassing doment
when I was there and the same thing happened to a Mte boy, about two years
later. It wall mainly the'fact that we arrived about 9i30 p.m. and by then
people were starting to close the school,and.go to bed. I sit on the porch
all evening, tafadt,until dava, because as Indiana we didn't really feel like
knocking on the door. We'd Nether sit on the porch all *yentas. That's the
only thing I can think of right now. Maybe gd would Sive something more
interesting.

Mr. Ed Krarkt

I can't really relate any embarrassing moments I'Ve had, but by the
time I started figuring out when I was goinwto get an education, I was more
aware of *dota was going. But I didn't, have problems. At the same time,
; totally involved myself in trying to achieve what I'had Set for myself. I
achieved somkgoals, and I just came back and tried to ease upon things
that were supposed to be really heavy. I'd say:that communication is still
my problem, and I go to Some clasees and they give you tests and I don't do
well on tests, but it doesn't bother me that mach. When I ask a professor
soma heavy,questioa, they don't give as the right response, the way that I
want them to. Somehow it doesn't work out. I do very bad on my exams, but
the questions I ask are over the*heada.

Ha. Vicki Sorrels!

I'd say my most embarrassing moment was when I was a freshman and I
didn't know anybody; I walked up'to mradvisor and I didn'tknew haw.to make
out the schedule. All I had was just a catalog. I ptesented it to my
advisor and he said, "Go downstairs, figure' it out, bring it up here, and
I'll sign it." I said, "Well; what about my classes, I haven't told you
anything yet," He eel's, "Well, look at the schedule, choose your classes,
write them on youriehedule and then let me look at it." So, I did. Pot
me, that was insulting and that'Vas Jabarrasetng beeausel didn't know any-

' thing. And I know a.lot of freshmen that are ,treated like ihis.. They're .

treated like a number. It was really hard for me that first day. During
registration, we had to staictin line and vait and wait. I think registra-
tion is probably the moost.ond the most difficult time for anyone. That's
about all I can remember. Otheetheh that, everything vent smoothly and I
switched advisors. I just couldn't put up with that kind of stuff. So now
I have everything I went and I know whore I'm going.

griyiLIL1511tes

0I sues, my most embarrassing moment is whei I 'registered. I went to
see my advisor and we got things pretty well under way; he gave me instruc-
tions on how to register and what to take. He said to come back in an hour.
(rho,rest of Willy's statement is indistinguishable, but refers tq some
injuatice as is apparent by Mr. Track's next statement.)
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Ht. Roy Tie*

Okay, Willy, you touched on the next area. I want, to get into exactly
what Willy reiterated for you, the racism concept. .I'm sure that each one .-

6f us has experienced some racism concept. And so Willy has pointed out
the thing that hit him, and we're.going to see if he remembers racism he
experienmkd in thel'whits tan's formal educational structure, whether it
happened: in an Indian school o college, or high school or whatever...Steve.

ktEllutaising:aau:

Well, the only thing I can thinkof is the type of world illived in in
junior high where the dropout'rate was close Co ninety percent.. That in-
eluded both boys and girls. This wasn't an overt. Ct. There were no overt
att. of ,racism. It is only described at the dehumanising aspect.of being
a Ponkeendien., I know a lot of ay peers who are no longer in school,. thanks
to the school syitek.- That'i the only thing I can think of right now.

Mr. Ed Kral*:

The only incident'I recall is thetime I was going through one of'the
BIA'high schools. We were being brainwashed and it was a concentration camp
type of ,deal. As soon as the students started realising what was really
happening, a lot of the administrators spilevpd didn't want to get involved.

Me. Vicki Sorrel 10

I've lived with racism all through high. school. I've learned to live
with it. I went to.a.school where mostly white kids vita, and the Navajo
oudents were always put down- treated like we wore dumb. I know a lot of
the kids I went to school with actuellyielieved they were dumb. Have you
ever seet-felit'own people believe they were dumbt These Ude believed that.
They were passive. They let those white people, do what they did to them and
they didn't do anything to stop it. And that'. hen it gets sad. When you
see your own,frie440 Pay. "Oh will, I'll let it go by this tine. tinoo next
timthey'll get better." 'I lived with that all through high school, and
just something I'm not going to live With, not in college, not when I get out,
and not ever again, not if I can help III

We%In college the only time I've ever experienced racist w in my speo4h
class. It vas the first day of speech and all of the at to ere.there
and my teacher says, "Well, you guys, Whet do you Want to talk out this
yeart" And one student mentioned, "Well, let's talk about 1404ns:4- And
everybody goes, "Yeah, yeah, what about Indian', lette to that," And another
kid comes up and he says, "I don't like Indians. I don't Vent enything to
do with them." He said, "All I ever see is Indians'on the.street drunk.
That's all Indians are good for. They're drOnks." Well, I guess he thought
he was talking to all whites because a lot of times I've beet mistaken for
being Chinese and,lot up and told him, "Well, I'm Indian." And he looked
at me and the,whole-clase just got, uiet and I.aaid, "I've liied with this

I
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kind of stuff and I'm.not going to take it." And that year in my speech .

class I gave a speech about Indians; I made several friends in that clan
and a lot of them now are more understanding towards Indians. 'I think t's
abouCtime. Just on little bitty things we ought to speak up. It's not
the big things, it's thelittle things that,count.

Mr. Willy Keetot

Well, I've lived with racism ever since I was in grade school. I was
kicked out of school because I had long hair like this. I was expelled for
awhile, and then I couldn't come back until I got a haircut. They said,
"Well, if you have long hair, youlre a hippie." So I finally' got a haircut.
I had a Catholic high school education and junior high. I. was always quiet;
and I didn't say much. I had a lot of questions,: but I didn't want to ask
them. I just eat there and Cook everything that caste and tried to work it
out. It never did work out because I needed help and advisement.

' I didn't solVe anything'by myself. I had teachers that helped me out
and they recommended certain students who helped MA out so we got along.
In high school it' was the same. I went to St. John's here in Phoenix and
I did pretty well. I decided I'd better start working and I did. As a
result they sent me to Santa Barbara, California for my sophomore year.
When I was there, there were only two Indian students and the rest were white
students, and that's where I probably, encountered the most problems With non-
Indians. We two didn't do too well in academics, but We did the best we
could. We achieved a lot more in sports and arts and crafts, working with
ceramics. We did a lot more projects than we did academiework. We did
pass with C's, but it was really tough.

My junior and senior year I finished at St. Catherine's in Santa Pe.
Over there it was a balance between Indians and Spanish.. Minorities fought
each other, but the school itself took care of the problems. It .said, "We
can't have any fighting here," and they had ways of making us do what they
wanted and it was very effective. Those are private schools your
parents, take you and "If you cone here just to waste their money. we not
take the, it. They !put you bere'because you're going to
work end we're going to Make sure you learn." If you need a fkivare tutor,
they provide all of that. They even showed us the amount of applicants
waiting to take. ur plate. It didn't really haVe too much affett on me. I
was alwaye a radical in my last two years of high school and had Tlia4r
clashes with faculty; they said they!d.help me look for another school, but
never did.. But I still worked in classes and did my best in them and finally
made it to this uniVersity.

I applied tovether universities and this was the last one on my list to
make it possible. It turned out to be the'firet one to answer within two
weeks and I started with my paper work. I've always wanted to come here and
now I'm here and I encountered a lot of problems like she said in speech
class, standing in the back and we were kind. of hidden back there so they
really couldn't see us when everybody talked, you know. When they get to
Indians, I've always corrected them and I've always spoke up in cities.
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Now the next question I!d like to ask the panel is going to be one that
if ;I was you, I wouldn't answer. So I won't feel bad if you don't. It's

more of a philosophical type question. We have certain philosophical con -

cepts' as towhat we believe, as intelligent American Indiana. The next

question I want to ask is what is an Indian?

Mr. Steve Poneoneaus

Banning'S definition was that an Indian w more of ajegal entity as
spelled out by the constitution rather than a rem 1 identity. I believe

the legal definition of Indian is one who is, as r as the BIA.goos, a
quarter,or more of Indian blood or one who is recognised Ss an Indian in his
community, and a third one is if you're on the roll of anfIndian tribe
accredited by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. I would like/ to see the defini-

tion of Indian as a criterion ba at least one-half or I intend.

to submit a proposal to my own particular organization g sure that a

perscra who it less than fifty, percent Indian will not bsaligible for the law

student organization grant 'Atilt is administeied each year from New Mexico.
How far this propodal will go, I don't know, but that'slithat I intend to do.

I

Mr. Ed Krankt

To me, being an Indian is just a definition for those who classify
people. .Myself, rat human. I'm at least:half human anyway.: As soon as I
started my education, I became'a half human. And all those people who ire
unedUcated are total huMan, more human than myself. '

e 1 s

I don't kupw, I've always thought being an Indien was just being, you
know? You walk into a room and everybody knows right off that you're Indian,
and that's Indian to me. It's not defined in a booklor anything. ,

tee just
there.

Mr. Willy keittos

/ had that question attked of me several time and never had any
answer, so I'm still trying to figure out an answer for myself. loll share
what I thought of so far. An Indian is a human being who's really peAce
loving and close to nature, closer than anybody elle. We live with nature,
we don't use it in the seize that.we destroy it toiget the cool. Today

would say an Indian can belong to any tribn., Tots just can't be one-tribe
anymore because we realize we're going 'to have, to Stand together from here
on to accomplish anything we want in this world. I really don't know and
I's still looking for the answer.
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Ilk. Roy Tracks

. We want to go ahead now to pick up Somo,of tho staff here at Arizona N.

State University and then possibly ws.will have a meeting of the minds of
soieliort at the tailend. We also have one ohort video tape to show you
that was done by an individual for a project. These are formally educated
Indiana, but they're nonetheless Indians. If they talk tooAong, you can
_kind of yawn a little,bit4nd give them a cue back there. I think we'll go
ahead and 1st Mr. Al Flores speak. He is the coordinator for the Indian
Support Services for Arizona State University.

Mr. Al Flores:,

I think one of the things that goes along.with coordination of services
in any kind of program is the realization that whenever you're charged with
providing servicoei whether they're euppoft services or admihietrative ser-
vices, is that you're dealing with your own priorities. AndWhat you're
trying very. hard to do is to not let theae,priorities get in the way of
those things that the students want to do. With me here is Bill DeHaas who
is the coordinator for Student Services on ppmpusend Randy Eubank.who is
the counselor and work° with me in the Student SuppOri.Services, a component
of Our operation. We work out of the Dean of Students offices What we try
.ti) do is pereorl our function for as many eople as we possibly can. I think
that's as good a definition of what we're bout. What I would like Bill to

italk about 4s what we're in the'process o deingto provide supportive ser-
vices to the student's that we have here,,

Mr. Bill Wrest,

I'd like to make a different injection between OE:J.0Jan students and
Support Services,office.and the Indian Affairs Office. One is the component
of the other. Two years ago when we put together the office, we committed
our resources on an equal basia.between Indian Student Support Service and
the academic and curriculum development. areas. War about two years we've
taken an aeseesiePt of exactly what we've been able to accomplish besed.upon
the goals that we started out with. We found that in the area-of Student
Support Services Office, we have been able to accompliSh at least ninety
percent of what we started out to accomplish. ..

, Now, one of the moons or this was the students were interested in
the area-of student support s ces because they have problems in the area
of financial aid and in the ar getting admitted in the school, problems
of tutorialassistance.

with
as an immediate kind of need the students

identified themselves with and this le the kind of thing the students pushed.
Secondly, we.414-had eupport within the university from individuals like
Dean Leon Shell and Vice-President George Hamm.

When we looked at the other bide, we found that we'd done absolutely
zero in the area of academic and curriculum development. What we tried to
do in this area was to get Indian faculty appointed in the departments. The



thrust of this was to educate the non-Indian person. We felt the university
should be in the business of educating the non-Indian, because these indivi--
dualsare_systematically deprived 'of e body of knowledge which is right under
their, nose. All the way through school these individuals haie been exposed
to practically no courses involved with our ways of teaching and believing
and doing. We felt the university as si institution, should get.involved'
in this particular area. We wanted Indian Studies that non - Indians can
avail themselves of so they can begin to.learnand appreciate a little of
how we think and what we've done and what we're going to do in the future.

4

Injmns'area wolverdone quite a bit, thahks to Al and Randy, who have
been working almost totally,in the area'of student support services. And
it's been a fantastic job. In the other area we've done very little. I
would like to make a comment in regards to student involvement and the devel- *

*lent of a, program.'

Fortunately at ASV we had a group of students who demonstrated that they
had the knowledge and.abiliti to get what wanted. The unique thing
about the ASU Indian Affairs Office is that it came from the bottom, it came
from the students. There was.absolutely no initiative from Arizona State
University to start the thing. Indian students aterted the thing. As,1
look across the room now, I think, there's only one individual out Of that
original grout) that I'm ranting to and that's Mr. St..Germaine. But -

1.1*. St. Germaine and his colleagues had an extremely important role in getting
thelndian Affairs'Offite off the ground, because it was something that Indian
students desired and wanted. Within the past year I detect the feeling from '
some students that they!re smugly satisfied with what they have. The advisory
board two years ago was a dynamid board that met with,the.administratiOM' One
weekly basis, challenged the administratiokend-said, !lasts What-we want
as students. ".

`The advisory board today is supposed to meet with me on a weekly basis.,
I've only,seen the advisory board three times, and when I go see the advisory
board they have nothing'to say. So as a final summation, I'd say that I would
like to see,ASU's Indian students become involved to a greater extent and
try to emulate what happened two years ago.

Novas some of you are aware, I'm leaving ASV 'within maybe a month at
the lateit, but I have enjoyed the OpOortunity to work with peOple at this
,campus. I think there's a lot of potential. I think that we have about as
'great a groupeof people as you could possibly want, intelligent people.
And I think that we are going to go a long way with individuals like Al
Randy who are assisting Students and formulating where they want to go.

I think it's really basically up to the students to take the lead.

Hr. Al Flores:

Thank you, Bill. I think the'only thing that you did not mention was
the fact that all three of us are still.students ourselves. And you know,
this.trium4irate that you see up here represents a real breakthrough for
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Indian people. These innovations have come as a result of Indian student
input, And it is the Indian students that are responsible for our being.
At this time I'd like to have Randy talk to you aboutths counseling compo-
nent of our support services system and some of the changes that,he's'seen
in the short time he's been here. Randy joined us the first of October; and
he has performed one whale of a job.

Mr. Randy Eubank:

You're damn right. One of the things that I would like to say,-and it's!.
not because students are in the'audience, but I'm a graduate of Arisone.State
and am now in he graduate program, and I have seen a change in our Indian
youth from wha it was'when I was here as an undergraduate. We were involved,
we were very in olved in basketball and fund-raising activities, but a lot of
us didn't sit around and talk about the academiO areas that we were in like
our students are doing now. One thing we're, doing is a,study.fmia 1970 to
the present, using the number.of Indian students here oh the campus Opposed
to their general CPA. We've broken that down to find out that tome of our
male students ere doing better than our female. students. You girls are.

.'

playing around too much. We're'finding that the areas students are chooiing ,

are very highly technical areas, which really excites me due to the fact
that when I was here we were almost all education majors or sociology majors.
Very few of us were in business and that was one of my concerns because I.
worked with the Indian, communities for about five years through-Arifona
Affiliated Tribes and Readstart. I had vast contact with our Indian people
and the biggetit concern was that there were not enough business people that
were Indian managing tribal operations. Even on o(r reservations today there
are .a lot of non - Indian business managerp.' So I took- a purvey juit iecently
and we have twelve Indian atudents in the financial busineis management area.
That's great, because thet's one of .the prime concerns in our Indian communi-
tiestoday. ,

Another area that is of prime concern is in health careers. We are
trying to stimulate some of our students to,go that route. We only have
thirty-three Indians in medical achoole,'and out Of those thirty-threet we've,
lost si*, because of what Willy was talking about, what Ed As talking.about--
a lot of racism. ; ,

-
I !

1

Last yea, 1973 spring semester, we had nine dropouts. A year before
that, spring 1972, ; think there were 27. This year,-there are four. A year
ago we had 43 ,dropouts. So fall 1972.we had 43, Last semester, 1973,.2ve
had 19. n

What we have done is set up tutorial, services. We've tried to set up
a comfortable environment where the students can confide in us. I kind of
blew a mind of a student the other day wheel oho came in and She said, "Boy,
Randy, you're really nice but I don't know if I can really be-confident with
you." 104d, "That's great. Now who do you, want to go to? Gabe Sharp?
Angie? Prank? These are-faculty members here on campus. Major McCabe over
here in military science, or I have other people." And she thought I would
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be really uptight and that's not counseling. A good counselor will try to
set up a good relationship and if he can't, he'll find uoaeone that ,individual
can relate to. And so this is one of the areas that we're trying.

Our volunteer tutoring service has been very difficult for us, especially
for the highly technical areal:: of tutoring. biogenetic.. Can you find me a
biogenetic tutor that will do it fleet Almost impossible. So we're paying
them right now througfi other resources. One thing that has excited me is
that several of our Indian students have come in and said,,"Hey, maybe I can
help. Or so and so needs help." And it's getting out, word of mouth, that
some of our Indian students are having problems. So we can get in and try
to solve some of the situatiooa.

One of my prime functions is coordinating resources to help some of
our students. I still see that some of our students do not speak up. They
do not come to us In time. We had 73 deficiency Blips last semester and
only 47 this semester. What we're trying to do,is have two Indian graduate
students in the health or counseling education center at the university and
have them assigned 'to our office and then we'll make a little more meaningful
contact. `'

But I'm really happy being here. I think the people that I'm working
with and the students that I'm having contact with are Sent:tette. We've had
some problems, but we're all not ideal. And we're getting the job done.

Hr. Al Flores:

Sure we have problems, but ohe of the things is that we're realising
ways of'dealing with these problems so that they don't become sores. One
last note is that in 1970 we had a little bit better than one hundred Indian.
students ou the campus. This semester we have 343 students, all of whom,
we hope, feel comfortable enough to come by, say hi, and have a cup of coffee.

.
,

How many of us have ever thought about 'uitting school because of our
niacademic record? No. Usually it's soaethi like an emotional; social,. or

financial problem. The emphasis that we're lacing on our services to the
students is in the financial, social, and "'atonal areas. One of the things.
that the research told be was that juniors and seniors have it pretty well
together. Freshmen and sophomores have theilow grade point average. And I
think you'll all be happy to know that since 1970 the overall grade point
average has increased by .48. 'We started oat at a 1.89 and We're almost up
to 2.5 overall. We won't be satisfied unt 1 we can get our overall grade
point average up to 3. Then we can say, " eah, we've done our jObs." We've
begun this year. Bill's done a fantastic ob serving as an advocate.
Randy's done a fantastic job in helping ki s get their stuff straight.
,That's it. I can't think of anything else to say. thank you very much.

Hr. Bandy Baal*:

I have one thing to say. I wish some of our education coordinatori
from the Indian coinanities listened to. this because they should be a little
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more tuned in to what they are signing'or helping to sign those student:4'
into the academic area of a college or higher education.

Mr. Roy Track:

You know, most of the time when you go to white man movies they always
show A cartoon at the beginning? And those of you who have been here, I'm
sure you've put in a'long day and you've learned some good things. It's
cartoon time. The film we want to show you we have not had time to preview.
We have not had time to synchronite our shots that go with the audio., We
did it the regular Indian style where what we didn't do today do to-
morrow and all of a sudden tomorrow is today. Hopefully it Was an honest
Attempt and if it fails, it won't be the first time that I.'ve blown it.

(Too much of the audio from the film is indistinguishable and its
meaning is lost without the visual part, but the theme concerns the impor-
tance of education to the Indian. The film maintains that the Indian must
be knowledgeable of both the white man's society and of his own in order to
coexist with the white man and still retain his own culture.)


